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ABSTRACT
Numerous conceptual models have been advanced to explain density-dependent
habitat selection, but few models address multiple species interactions and even fewer
simulate these phenomena. Moreover, the development of quantitative models that
incorporate multiple species interactions is in its infancy with existing models being mostly
conceptual and limited in application. Herein, I develop a quantitative, simulation model of
habitat selection that includes interspecific interactions. The basic model expresses habitat
quality in terms of fitness, represented by per capita growth rates, calculated according to
the Lotka-Volterra competition equations. Because fitness is assessed via growth rates,
this model provides a more accurate representation of distribution patterns than do current
models. The development of this model serves two purposes: (1) to permit the quantification of changes in habitat use as a result of intraspecific and interspecific competition,
and (2) to unify aspects of habitat selection theory into a general model. In so doing, this
model serves as a heuristic device for visualizing isoleg theory, a central theorem of
density-dependent habitat selection incorporating interspecific competition (Rosenzweig
1981). Additionally, this model synthesizes two contemporary theories describing habitat
selection among competitors; isodar theory (intraspecific competition; Morris 1988) and
isoleg theory. Thus, the model explores the combined effects of intra- and interspecific
competition, species-specific ecological preferences, and population regulation on species
coexistence.
The model was developed using STELLA and FORTRAN programming software and
demonstrates that a simulation model based on logistic growth can corroborate the
predictions derived from earlier models of habitat selection, specifically the ideal free
distribution, isodar theory, and isoleg theory. Results indicate that small changes in model
parameters (i.e., population size [N^], maximum intrinsic fitness [r--], carrying capacity
[Kj J, and intensity of interspecific competition [N^j and a-^^^) have substantial impacts on
species-specific pattems of habitat use and the resulting degree of coexistence between
competitors. Specifically, changes in model parameters alter the location of isolegs in
density-state space illuminating a variety of conditions under which isolegs for a given type
of community organization deviate from the predictions of Rosenzweig and his colleagues
(Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986).
More importantly, interspecific competition eliminates coexistence only when species
express distinct preferences, either for the primary or the alternate habitat. Furthermore,
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the degree of coexistence is contingent upon the pattern of population regulation, because
relative differences in habitat quality control the location of isolegs in density-state space.
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CHAPTER I
DENSITY-DEPENDENT HABITAT SELECTION

Ideal Free Distribution
The theory of density-dependent habitat selection has been developed to explain
patterns of species distribution and abundance, as well as to understand the mechanisms
influencing species coexistence and species-specific use of resources (Morris 1988, 1989;
Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1981, 1991; Vandermeer 1972). For more than
70 years, ecologists have focused on the role of competition as a mechanism underlying
habitat selection. Pattems in the distribution of species initially were attributed to
movement of individuals from high to low quality habitats in response to intraspecific
competition (Svardson 1949; Fretwell and Lucas 1970; Rosenzweig 1991). In 1970,
Fretwell and Lucas proposed the ideal free distribution (IFD) as a mechanistic explanation
of why and how intraspecific density causes a change in the selection of habitats by
individuals. The IFD states that individuals should disperse freely among habitats so as to
equalize fitness of individuals in all habitats. In so doing, the average realized fitness of
individuals in the entire population is maximized. Thus, under ideal conditions, the
distribution and abundance of individuals should reflect underlying differences in resource
availability and quality among habitats as a function of intrinsic habitat features and
densities of competitors. Recently, this conceptual model has been expanded to include
both intra- and interspecific competitors occupying multiple habitats (Morris 1988, 1989;
Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1981. 1991). Isodar and isoleg analyses are
two such contemporary theories that describe habitat selection by intraspecific
(Morris 1988) and interspecific (Rosenzweig 1981) competitors, respectively.
Isodar Analysis
Isodar theory expands the IFD by considering how differences in habitat quality
give rise to unique patterns of population regulation within a single species, and how these
differences ultimately affect distribution pattems among habitats (Morris 1988). The theory
is based on a quantitative model that defines the relationship between fitness and population
density for a species utilizing two habitats. An isodar is a line plotted in density-state space
that identifies combinations of densities for two populations of the same species occupying
two habitats that result in equal fitness among all individuals in both habitats (Fig. 1.1).
1

Traditionally, isodars are assessed using simple hnear regression. The slope of an isodar is
assumed to represent relative qualitative and quantitative differences in resources betw een
habitats. Qualitative differences include variations in habitat stmcture or resource type —
differences that affect an organism's ability to utilize resources. Quantitative differences
include variation in net productivity between habitats (Morris 1990). The intercept of an
isodar is assumed to represent inherent differences in quality (i.e.. maximum intrinsic
fitness) between habitats. Together, the slope and intercept characterize specific isodars
associated with particular types of population regulation (Morris 1988, 1989, 1996).
Isodar analysis tests for curvilinearity in density-dependence within a habitat and
contrasts the relative difference in density-dependence between habitats. Morris (1990)
expanded isodar analysis to a linear multiple-species model, and Rodriguez (1995) further
expanded the analysis to a non-linear model of habitat selection by using multiple
regression. Although these studies demonstrate that isodar analysis is capable of capturing
changes in the distribution of a species (i.e., changes in the pattem of population
regulation) in response to interspecific competition, the current model of isodar theory is
not organized to effectively describe coexistence in multiple-species systems (Abramsky et
al. 1997: Morris 1988, 1990. 1998; Rodriguez 1995). The isoleg model, on the other
hand, provides a framework for effectively describing coexistence (see below).
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Density in Alternate Habitat
Figure 1.1 Habitat isodars corresponding to the fi\ e pattems of
population regulation described by Morris (1988) for a single
species. Density in the primary habitat is plotted against density in
the altemate habitat. A, parallel population regulation; B. di\ergent
population regulation; C, divergent maintained population
regulation; D, convergent population regulation; E. crossover
population regulation.

Pattems of Population Regulation
Pattems of population regulation result from the differential use of habitats by a
species. Habitat use is determined by the relative difference in intrinsic quality
(i.e., standing crop, diversity or renewal of resources) between pairs of habitats and by
differences in habitat-specific characteristics of species (i.e., foraging efficiency or carrying
capacity). The following sections describe five pattems of population regulation as
presented by Morris (1988), including parallel, divergent, divergent maintained,
convergent, and crossover population regulation (Fig. 1.2). Rather than emphasize the
quantitative and qualitative differences in resources between habitats, I will use Morris's
(1988) method of defining population regulation by the relative rates of foraging efficiency
between habitats. Foraging efficiency is expressed as the relationship between maximum
intrinsic fitness and maximum density in a habitat. In this sense, foraging efficiency
represents the density-dependent feedback on fitness in a habitat and is a descriptor of
population regulation that incorporates aspects of habitat use independent of specific
resource type and amount. In this study, resources are not identified, but are represented
by more general model parameters (i.e., intrinsic rate of increase and carrying capacity for a
species in a habitat). Each type of population regulation is defined by three criteria:
(1) maximum intrinsic fitness (r) in each habitat; (2) maximum density (K) in each habitat;
and, (3) the relative rate at which fitness declines with density (i.e.. slope) in each habitat.
Parallel Population Regulation
Under parallel population regulation, foraging efficiency is the same in both habitats
(Morris 1987). Thus, each individual exerts a constant average effect on the fitness of all
other individuals such that fitness dechnes at the same per capita rate in both habitats
(Fig. 1.2A). According to Morris (1988), this type of regulation arises when habitats are
similar in the types of resources they contain, and individuals utilize all resources equally,
but one habitat has both a higher maximum intrinsic fitness (r) and supports more
individuals (i.e., K).
Divergent Population Regulation
Individuals of a species expressing divergent population regulation have habitatspecific differences in foraging efficiency due to an unequal (quantity) distribution of
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Figure 1.2. Fitness-density plots corresponding to the five pattems of
population regulation described by Morris (1988) for a single species. The
fitness-density relationship in the primary habitat is shown in black, and the
same relationship in the altemate habitat is shown in grey. A, parallel
population regulation; B, divergent population regulation; C, divergent
maintained population regulation; D, convergent population regulation;
E, crossover population regulation.

resources between habitat. In the primary habitat, individuals forage more efficiently than
in the altemate habitat. At low population densities, individuals are able to utilize both
habitats with little difference in fitness, but as density increases fitness declines more
rapidly in the altemate habitat and differences in the density-dependent feedback on fitness
become more apparent (Fig. 1.2B). This pattern of population regulation is defined by
having the same maximum intrinsic fitness in each habitat, but different carrying capacities,
with the primary habitat having the higher carrying capacity.
Divergent Maintained Population Regulation
Divergent maintained population regulation is similar to divergent population
regulation in that density-dependent effects on fitness are habitat specific, and fitness
declines at a faster rate in the altemate habitat (Fig. 1.2C). However, in this case, habitats
also differ in maximum intrinsic fitness. Thus, this pattern of regulation is defined by
having different maximum fitness values and carrying capacities in the two habitats with the
higher values offered by the primary habitat.
Convergent Population Regulation
In contrast to previous pattems of regulation, convergent population regulation
arises when individuals are more efficient foragers in the alternate than in the primary
habitat. As density increases, fitness declines at a slower rate in the alternate habitat, and
the habitats become more similar with respect to fitness (Fig. 1.2D). This pattem of
regulation is defined by having a higher maximum intrinsic fitness and carrying capacity in
the primary habitat, but the difference in maximum fitness between the two habitats is
greater than the difference in carrying capacity.
Crossover Population Regulation
In the previous four models of population regulation the primary habitat always
supports a larger maximum population (Morris 1988). But, in crossover population
regulation, the primary habitat supports a smaller maximum population than the alternate
habitat (Fig. 1.2E). This pattem of regulation is defined by having a higher maximum
intrinsic fitness in the primary habitat and a higher carrying capacity in the altemate habitat.
Thus, the per capita impact on fitness is greater in the primary habitat (Morris 1988).
Therefore, as density increases, the alternate habitat emerges as the higher quality habitat.

Isoleg Analysis
Isoleg theory (Rosenzweig 1981) probably is the most widely known conceptual
model of density-dependent habitat selection that incorporates the effects of interspecific
competitors. The model predicts the densities at which two competing species should
coexist in a two habitat system and suggests pattems of community organization (Pimm
and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1986, 1991; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986). The
model assumes that per capita resources decline as population density increases and that the
fitness of an individual is affected by population density and the amount of time spent
within a habitat (Rosenzweig 1979). Specifically, an isoleg is a line plotted in density-state
space which identifies combinations of species-densities that represent a threshold at which
individuals of a species begin to utilize an altemate habitat in addition to their primary
habitat. Although empirical studies have corroborated the predictions of isoleg theory by
inferring changes in species behaviors from the steady-state distribution of competing
species (Abramsky et al. 1991, 1994, 1997; Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986), isolegs
cannot be measured in practice (Rosenzweig 1991). Instead, the model is presented
graphically, and logical arguments rather than quantitative calculations, usually are used to
predict the placement of isolegs (Fig 1.3; Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1981).
Consequently, the model seldom is used to assess interactions beyond a two-species
system and cannot be tested easily by rigorous, analytical methods.
Pattems of Community Organization
Studies of habitat selection have used isoleg theory to evaluate pattems of
coexistence resulting from the differential use of habitats by competing species and the
arrangements of species-specific ecological preferences for particular habitats. A species is
said to have an ecological preference for the habitat that confers the highest fitness, because
individuals demonstrate a stronger association with this habitat. Some species will have
similar ecological preferences and some will have different preferences. The arrangement
of these preferences determines pattems of community organization. Traditionally, for two
competing species, three pattems of community organization have been considered:
distinct preferences, shared preferences, and centrifugal preferences. Most studies have
examined coexistence between two competing species occupying two habitats, although
recent work has expanded the focus to three habitats (Abramsky et al. 1990; Brown 1996;
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Figure 1.3. Isolegs for distinct preference. A, and shared preference, 5, community
organization as described by Pimm and Rosenzweig (1981) and Pimm et al. (1985).
Isolegs identify combinations of species-density for which a species demonstrates a
consistent change in behavior. Ni is the total density of species 1; N2 is the total
density of species 2. The regions defined by the isolegs represent different pattems
of coexistence. In region I, both species occupy their primary habitat. In region II,
species 1 occupies only its primary habitat and species 2 occupies both habitats.
In region III, species 1 occupies both habitats, and species 2 occupies only its primary
habitat. In region IV, species 1 occupies only its primary habitat, and species 2
occupies only the alternate habitat. In region V, species 1 occupies both habitats,
and species 2 occupies only its alternate habitat.
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Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986, 1997). In this study, a species has an ecological
preference for the habitat that offers the highest maximum intrinsic fitness (r).
Distinct Preference Community Organization
The simplest model of community organization is that of distinct preferences. In a
two-species, two-habitat system, distinct preferences occur when both species utilize both
habitats but the primary habitat for each species is different. For example, if species 1
(Sp. 1) and species 2 (Sp. 2) utilize habitats A and B, the distinct preference model requires
that if the primary habitat of species 1 is habitat A, then habitat B is the primary habitat of
species 2. Although the simplicity of distinct preferences is appealing to the theoretician
and empiricist alike, distinct preferences are seldom realistic. In fact, most field studies
have examined habitat selection in light of shared preferences and other more complicated
arrangements of community organization. Nonetheless, shared preference and centrifugal
community organization have yet to be characterized accurately in natural systems
(Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1997).
Shared Preference Community Organization
Given the number of studies documenting shared preference organization
(i.e., Abramsky et al. 1994; Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986; Rosenzweig and
Abramsky 1997), shared preferences probably are more representative of natural systems
because species generally overlap in their utilization of resources. In a two-species, twohabitat system, shared preferences occur when both species utiUze both habitats, but have
the same primary habitat. For example, if species 1 and species 2 utilize habitats A and B,
the shared preference model requires that if habitat A is the primary habitat of species 1 then
it also must be the primary habitat of species 2. If species 1 has a secondary preference for
habitat B, then species 2 also must have a secondary preference for habitat B. It has been
suggested that species exhibiting this pattem of community organization likely secure
resources through interference competition (Morris 1988; Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig
1986). If so, the pattem of habitat selection for a subordinate species (inferior competitor)
will be affected strongly by the presence of an ecological dominant (superior competitor),
but the subordinate will have litde reciprocal impact on the dominant. Furthermore, isoleg
theory assumes that the stronger competitor dominates in the primary habitat, but is less
able to secure resources in the altemate habitat and therefore, cannot dominate in all
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habitats. This arrangement is presumed to allow coexistence, thus enhancing diversity, by
granting the subordinate a competitive advantage which staves off local extinction
(Rosenzweig 1985; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1997).
Centrifugal Preference Community Organization
Ecosystems typically are composed of more than two competing species that each
often use more than two habitat types. For two species occupying two habitats,
preferences are either distinct or shared, but for species occupying three or more habitats,
preferences may be arranged as distinct, shared, or a combination of the two — centrifugal
community organization. Preferences are centrifugal when two species share their primary
habitats but have distinct preferences for remaining habitats (Rosenzweig and Abramsky
1986). For example, if species 1 and species 2 are able to utilize habitats A, B, and C, the
centrifugal model requires that if habitat A is the primary habitat of species 1, then it also
must be the primary habitat of species 2. But, if species 1 has a secondary preference for
habitat B, then species 2 must have a secondary preference for habitat C.
Objectives
The primary goal of this study was to develop a simple, quantitative model of
density-dependent habitat selection by combining classical models of population dynamics
with theoretical models of population regulation and community organization. Specifically,
this model was designed to integrate the fundamental attributes of isodar and isoleg theories
to better understand pattems of coexistence. Because isodar analysis is most suitable for
addressing patterns of habitat selection for a single-species occupying two habitats, it is
logical to isolate the salient features of isodar theory and apply them to the isoleg model of
multiple-species interactions. As stated, isodar analysis identifies the type of population
regulation affecting intraspecific distributions, but does not explicitly accommodate
community influences. However, using the model described herein, patterns of population
regulation can be simulated for competing species expressing distinct, shared, and
centrifugal preference organization. This can be accomplished, because patterns of
population regulation are defined by the parameters controlling maximum fitness
(i.e., intrinsic rate of increase, r) and carrying capacity (K), and community organization is
defined by the designation of parameter values between the habitats (i.e., higher intrinsic

rates of increase are assigned to the primary habitat) to yield the appropriate arrangement of
ecological preferences.
Herein, a simulation model of habitat selection is described that assesses the effects
of population regulation, community organization, and intensity of interspecific competition
on pattems of habitat selection for two competing species. The approach was to use a
simulation model in which interspecific competitors select habitats to maximize fitness
(i.e., rate of per capita growth). Fitness is estimated with the Lotka-Volterra competition
equations, which use carrying capacity, intrinsic rate of increase, and coefficients of
competition to represent species characteristics and habitat quality. Mac Arthur (1972, cited
in Morris 1987) suggested using per capita growth rates to represent habitat quality, but
contemporary models of habitat selection have not employed growth rates in this manner.
This model expands Morris's (1998) recent work by using the Lotka-Volterra equations to
quantify the impacts of habitat quality and population regulation on pattems of coexistence
for competing species.
A suite of modeling experiments was performed (1) to demonstrate how population
regulation and interspecific competition alter pattems of habitat use and (2) to assess the
effects of community organization on pattems of coexistence. This model expands the
conceptual context of isoleg theory by providing a quantitative framework for evaluating
pattems of habitat use. Moreover, this study represents the first attempt to use simulation
models to explore isoleg theory in such a manner.
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CHAPTER II
MODEL OVERVIEW
Modeling Rationale
The central goal of the theory of habitat selection is to understand how competitors
share and divide resources. The ideal free distribution (IFD), isodar theory, and isoleg
theory explore the influence of competitive interactions on fitness in general and behavioral
decisions in particular, and seek insight to mechanisms facilitating species coexistence.
Single-species models, such as the IFD and isodar analysis, predict the distribution of
intraspecific competitors in multiple habitats (Fretwell and Lucas 1970; Morris 1990, 1996)
but seldom address interspecific interactions (Rodriguez 1995). In contrast, isoleg theory
addresses the division of resources by interspecific competitors and provides insight to
species distributions at the community level (Rosenzweig 1981, 1986; Pimm and
Rosenzweig 1981).
Current understanding of habitat selection has been advanced by incorporating
complex conceptual relationships into the basic theory, but further advances are hampered
by the lack of a suitable quantitative framework in which to evaluate these relationships,
especially multiple-species interactions. Isoleg theory provides a strong conceptual
framework, but is not quantitative. Instead, isolegs are developed using a graphical
approach and a series of logical assumptions to determine the behavior of individuals given
the density of conspecifics and their competitors. Because the isoleg model was not
designed to generate distributions as a function of fitness, resource levels, or any such
driving variable, it cannot directly assess the importance of competitive interactions,
species-specific characteristics, or habitat quality in determining the distribution of
individuals. Recently, Morris (1998) has attempted to consolidate both isodar and isoleg
theories, by extending the quantitative approach used in isodar analysis to the qualitative
model of isoleg analysis. Despite this effort, a quantitative model of habitat selection that
seamlessly incorporates interspecific competition does not exist.
Previous arguments have emphasized the inability of analytical models to efficiently
explore multiple-species interactions (Rosenzweig 1985, 1987). However, simulation
models permit quantitative analyses of interspecific interactions while retaining intuitive
simplicity. The development of such a model is important, because it provides a means to
more rigorously evaluate the role of habitat selection in multiple-species systems. The
simulation model developed herein serves as a heuristic device for visualizing isoleg
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theory, while at the same time remains consistent with the IFD and isodar theory. This
model consolidates isodar and isoleg theories, thus permitting greater insight into pattems
of coexistence by incorporating more realism (e.g., population regulation and community
organization) into isoleg theory without sacrificing simplicity. Model output quantifies
changes in habitat associations as a consequence of intraspecific and interspecific
competition, and provides a means of assessing the impacts of changes in model
parameters on species-specific habitat associations and the degree of coexistence between
competitors.
Model Development
To incorporate the basic elements of the IFD, a quantitative model must (1) simulate
individual fitness within a habitat as a function of intrinsic features of that habitat,
(2) simulate individual fitness as a function of intraspecific competition, and (3) simulate
movement between habitats of differing quality so as to maximize individual fitness.
Models of density-dependent habitat selection usually express fitness as the relative density
of individuals in different habitats, resulting in considerable discussion about possible
interpretations. Because population density does not always reflect resource levels (Morris
1988), species-specific growth rates may provide a better representation of how individual
fitness reflects resource distributions. The logistic growth equation can be used to estimate
individual fitness as the per capita growth rate in a given habitat. In this equation, species
characteristics and habitat quality are represented by the intrinsic rate of natural increase of a
species and the carrying capacity of a habitat. To simulate habitat selection, a pair of
logistic equations, representing individual fitness within two habitats, offers a basis for
decision in that individuals can compare fitness values between habitats and choose the
higher quality habitat (i.e., the one offering the greatest fitness).
To be consistent with the isoleg model presented by Pimm and Rosenzweig (1981),
a simulation model must estimate fitness so that per capita growth reflects intraspecific
competition as well as interspecific competition. The classic, Lotka-Volterra equations
describing population growth for two competing species provide a minimum framework
for such a quantitative model. Although these equations are used widely as tools for
understanding species coexistence as a function of interspecific competition and population
density, no model of habitat selection explicitly incorporates growth rates (to represent
fitness) as the basis for selection decisions.
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This simulation model was developed in two stages. First, a single-species model
was developed to verify that density-dependent habitat selection could be modeled
according to the IFD by using (1) per capita growth rates as the measure of fitness and
(2) fitness as the decision variable. This was accomplished by using the logistic growth
equation to determine per capita growth in available habitats as a function of density,
species characteristics, and habitat quality (e.g., intrinsic rate of natural increase and
carrying capacity). Second, a two-species model was developed to incorporate the effects
of interspecific competition while maintaining a distribution consistent with the IFD. This
was accomplished by using the Lotka-Volterra competition equations, which account for
the density-dependent effects of a competing species (e.g., density of a second species and
the coefficient of competition). In the following section, the single-species model of habitat
selection is presented with a description of simulations used to verify model behavior. In
the closing section of this chapter, the two-species model is presented with a description of
the simulations used to address the objectives of this study.
Habitat Selection Incorporating Intraspecific Competition
Model Description
The logistic growth equation (Eq. 2.1) forms the basis of the single-species model
(Fig. 2.1). This equation estimates population growth as a function of the intrinsic rate of
increase (r), carrying capacity (K), and density (AO of a population in a given habitat (/):
dNj ^ rjNKKj - Nj)
(Kj)

dt

Dividing both sides of the equation by the population density, provides an estimate of per
capita growth (Eq. 2.2):
dNj
dt

1 rj(Kj-Nj)
•—=
.

.. ..
(2.2)

(Kj)

Nj

Because per capita growth is used as a measure of individual fitness, the left side of
the equation is represented by a W (Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4). This designation is consistent with
previous studies of fitness (Levins 1962; Morris 1988; Rosenzweig 1979). For each
simulation, total population density (N.) of species i is set, and all individuals are allocated
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to one of the two available habitats. Individuals then sort among habitats to achieve the
highest available fitness; decisions to emigrate are based on a comparison of fitness in the
current habitat (/) to potential fitness offered by an altemate habitat (/). Current fitness (W-)
is estimated as the per capita growth rate of a species residing in habitat;:
,,,

rj(Kj-Nj)

Ki

where r. is the intrinsic rate of increase. Kj is the carrying capacity and N- is the population
density of a species in habitat/ Potential fitness is estimated as the per capita growth rate
of the same species in habitat/, after the addition of a potential immigrant to the existing
population:

Kf

In this model, the intrinsic rate of increase (r^ determines maximum intrinsic fitness
afforded by a habitat (i.e., highest per capita growth rate when N^ = 0). Fitness decreases
as population density in the habitat increases, but the rate of decline is determined by the
relationship between intrinsic rate of growth and the maximum density (Kj) in a habitat. In
accord with the IFD, individuals switch habitats if their fitness within the present habitat (/)
is less than what their fitness would be in an altemate habitat (/). In this manner,
individuals disperse among the available habitats so as to maintain approximately equal
fitness in both habitats. This model is discrete in that whole individuals move between
habitats. Additionally, equations 2.3 and 2.4 are used only to estimate fitness for a set of
conditions. Populations do not "grow" within a habitat, but rather population increase
occurs only by immigration. Likewise, population decline occurs by emigration.
Model Simulations
A series of simulations were conducted to verify that the single-species model
behaved according to the assumptions of the IFD and isodar theory. The results are
presented in Chapter III. Model parameters (e.g.. intrinsic rate of growth and carrying
capacity) were chosen to generate fitness-density relationships that correspond to the fi\'e
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W,

Wp,

W.i

w,

Figure 2.1. Diagram of a single-species model of densitydependent habitat selection. Pools A^ and N^ represent the
population density in habitats / and/, respectively. Individual
decisions to emigrate between habitats are based on a comparison
of current fitness. \V. and W^^ and potential fitness. Wp. and \Vp^.
Parameter values are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (neutrahsm)
and are determined by equations 2.1 and 2.2. Flows F^ and F^
represent the movement of individuals from habitat y to/and from
h a b i t a t / t o / respectively.
models of population regulation described by Morris (1988). including parallel, divergent,
divergent maintained, convergent, and crossover regulation (Table 2.1; Fig. 1.1: see also
Chapter I). Steady-state distributions of indi\ iduals between habitats were obtained for a
range of species-density combinations for each species. This was accomplished by varying
population densities betw een zero and the overall carrying capacity of the two-habitat
system (K + K). Maximum densit\' was set equal to the total carrying capacity to avoid
negati\'e fitness values; as a result, the total number of individuals entered into simulations
varied among models of population regulation (Table 2.1).
Under parallel regulation, the primary habitat w as assigned a higher maximum
intrinsic fitness (r) and maximum population densit}^ (K) than the altemate habitat, but the
parameter values of the habitats were assigned so that the fitness-densit}- relationships
(slopes) were the same between habitats. For example, the primary habitat had a maximum
intrinsic fitness of 1.0 and a carrying capacity of 1000 individuals: the altemate habitat had
values of 0.68 and 680. respectively (Table 2.1). Together, these values resulted in the
same fitness-densit} relationship in both habitats.
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Table 2.1. Parameter values used to simulate specific pattems of population regulation.
Maximum intrinsic fitness, represented by intrinsic rate of increase (r), and maximum
density (i.e., carrying capacity, K) determine the pattem of population regulation. Model
parameters were chosen to generate the fitness-density relationships corresponding to the
five models of population regulation described by Morris (1988). This was accomplished
by estimating the relative distance between intercepts on the fitness-density graphs when
the maximum values scaled to 1.0 (fitness) and 1000 (density).
Pattern of
Population
Regulation

Intrinsic
rate of
increase (r)
in the
primary
habitat

Intrinsic
rate of
increase (r)
in the
altemate
habitat

Carrying
capacity
(K) in the
primary
habitat

Carrying
capacity
(K) in the
altemate
habitat

Maximum
density
of the
system
(K, + K^)

Parallel

1.0

0.68

1000

680

3360

Divergent

1.0

1.0

1000

340

2680

Divergent Maintained

1.0

0.62

1000

335

2670

Convergent

1.0

0.68

1000

870

3740

Crossover

1.0

0.68

665

1000

3330

Divergent population regulation occurs when both habitats offer the same maximum
intrinsic fitness, but individuals in the alternate habitat experience greater density-dependent
effects on fitness (steeper slope). To model divergent population regulation (Fig. LIB),
both habitats were assigned the same values of maximum intrinsic fitness (rj = r^ = 1.0;
Table 2.1), but the carrying capacities differed, thus creating different fitness-density
relationships in the habitats. Carrying capacity of the primary habitat was set at 1000
individuals, and the altemate habitat was set at 340 individuals.
Divergent maintained population regulation (Fig. I.IC) is similar to divergent
regulation in that individuals have different fitness-density relationships between habitats,
but habitats also differ in maximum intrinsic fitness. The relationship is such that the
habitat with the lower maximum density also has a lower maximum intrinsic fitness. In
simulations, maximum fitness differed between habitats (r^ = 1.0 and r^ = 0.62; Table 2.1)
and carrying capacities (K^ = 1000 and K^ = 335) were even more disparate.
Convergent population regulation (Fig. I.ID) has constraints similar to those of
divergent maintained regulation, but the relative differences between habitats in terms of
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maximum density are smaller than the differences in maximum intrinsic fitness. Thus, the
density-dependent feedback on fitness is weaker in the alternate habitat. To model this
pattem, maximum intrinsic fitness was set at 1.0 in the primary habitat and 0.68 in the
altemate habitat, and the carrying capacities were set at 1000 and 870, respectively (Table
2.1). Convergence in population regulation results as density increases because habitats
become more similar in fitness.
Crossover population regulation (Fig. LIE) differs from other models of
population regulation in that the altemate habitat supports a larger maximum population
density. Crossover regulation was modeled by assigning a lower carrying capacity
(Kj = 665) to the habitat with the higher maximum intrinsic fitness (r^ = 1.0). The alternate
habitat was assigned a carrying capacity of 1000 individuals and a maximum intrinsic
fitness ofO.68 (Table 2.1).
Habitat Selection Incorporating Interspecific Competition
Model Description
The two-species model described below is similar to the heuristic model presented
by Pimm and Rosenzweig (1981) in that Lotka-Volterra competition equations determine
individual fitness for two competing species (Fig. 2.2). This equation is an expanded form
of the logistic growth equation (Eq. 2.2) that includes the competitive impact of species m
on species / in habitaty (a-^^. Current fitness (W,^ Eq. 2.5) for species / in habitat / is a
function of intraspecific density (N-^), intrinsic rate of increase (r.^, and carrying capacity
(AT.), as well as density (N^j) and competitive ability (a.^^) of an interspecific competitor m:
T-ir
Wij

Tij ( K j

- Nij -

=

aimjNmj)
.

\^-'>)

Kij

Potential fitness (Wp^^) in an altemate habitat if) is estimated as the per capita growth rate of
species i, including the addition of the potential immigrant (A^^ -1-7), density of a competitor
species (A^^^ and strength of competitive interaction (a,„,p in that habitat:

Wpif =

rif(Kf - (Nif -I- 1)
Kif
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aimfNmf)

.

(2.6)

Assuming that habitats differ in quality and that individuals perceive such
differences, individuals select the higher quality habitat to maximize fitness (Fretwell and
Lucas 1970). Additionally, according to the IFD. average fitness of species / in habitaty
decreases as total density of all competitors (Njj + N^j) increases. For an individual, if
fitness within the current habitat; (Eq. 2.5) is less than the potential fitness in an altemate
habitat/(Eq. 2.6), the individual will switch habitats. Thus, individuals select the habitat
that offers the highest per capita growth rate (W-j or Wp-^) and do so in a manner that
maintains equal fitness in both habitats. Again, total population density (Kj -i- K^^) is
defined for a given simulation, and the growth equations are used only to estimate fitness
and not to determine population growth.

N,

Wp,

N^.

w.

Wp,

wmf

Figure 2.2. Diagram of a two-species model of density-dependent habitat selection.
Pools A^. and A^^^ represent density of species / and m in habitat/ respectively; pools
A^. and i^ .represent density of species / and m in habitat/, respectively. Individual
decisions to emigrate are based on comparisons between current fitness (i.e.. W,.) and
potential fitness (i.e., Wp-^). Parameter values are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2
(including interspecific competition) and are determined by equations 2.3 and 2.4.
Flows Ffj and F,^ represent the movement of individuals from habitat; to/and from
habitat/to/ respectively.
Model Simulations
The two-species habitat selection model was used to investigate mechanisms that
alter pattems of coexistence among interspecific competitors. Specifically, model
simulations were conducted to evaluate key aspects of isoleg (i.e.. community organization) and isodar theories (i.e., population regulation). For each model of community
organization (distinct preference, shared preference, and centrifugal preference community
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organization), five types of population regulation were simulated (parallel, divergent,
divergent maintained, convergent, and crossover population regulation; Fig. 1.1;
Table 2.1).
Distinct preferences were modeled by having individuals of both species use both
habitats, but the primary habitat of species 1 was habitat A and that of species 2 was habitat
B. Shared preferences were modeled so that the primary habitat of both species was habitat
A, and both used habitat B as an altemate habitat. The arrangement of preferences in
centrifugal organization mixes these two community organization scenarios, in that both
species have a shared preference for habitat A, but a distinct preference for each altemate
habitat, B and C. In this arrangement, species 1 uses habitat B as an alternate habitat, and
species 2 uses habitat C. In all cases, ecological preferences were set by assigning a higher
intrinsic rate of increase to the primary habitat of a species (Table 2.1).
For each type of community organization, five sets of simulation experiments were
conducted to examine how different types of population regulation altered coexistence
within a given pattem of community organization. This was accomplished by assigning
parameter values (r and K\ Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6) to yield the fitness-density relationships
described by Morris (1988; Table 2.1), as well as to produce the pattem of primary and
altemate habitats for competing species as dictated by the different models of community
organization. Steady-state distributions of individuals between habitats were calculated for
a range of total densities for each species. Total densities ranged between zero and the
overall carrying capacity of the two-habitat system (K^^ -i- K^g) for a given species
(Table 2.1). For simplicity, both species were assigned the same pattern of population
regulation within all simulations. There were no simulations with mixed regulation
scenarios, such as one species experiencing parallel regulation, while another experienced
convergent regulation.
Within each type of community organization and population regulation scenario,
four sets of simulations were conducted to assess the effects of differing strengths of
interspecific competition on the distribution of individuals. This was accomplished by
changing the coefficients of competition so that in all simulations, species 2 had a
consistent competitive impact on species 1 (a,2 = 0.3; Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4), but the
competitive ability of species 1 (a^j) ranged from 0.0 to 0.9 (Table 2.2) between each set
of simulations.
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Table 2.2. Parameter values used to simulate interspecific
competition. Values do not vary between habitats.
Competitive
Scenarios

CX21

0^12

Neutralism

0.0

0.0

Amensalism

0.0

0.3

Symmetrical Competition

0.3

0.3

Asymmetrical Competition

0.6

0.3

Strong Asymmetrical
Competition

0.9

0.3

In total, 60 simulations were generated to mimic habitat selection for two competing
species under varying levels of competition given specific types of population regulation
and community organization. The results of these simulations are presented according to
type of community organization in Chapters IV (distinct preferences), V (shared
preferences), and VI (centrifugal preferences).
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CHAPTER ni
INTRASPECIFIC COMPETITION
Overview of Isodar Analysis and Isoleg Analysis
Fretwell and Lucas (1970) laid the foundation for the modem study of habitat
selection when they described the ideal free distribution, thus identifying fitness as a
general mechanism of density-dependent habitat selection. Fitness maximization has been
used since to explain the distribution pattems documented for intraspecific (Morris 1988)
and interspecific competitors (Morris 1999; Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rodriguez 1995:
Rosenzweig 1979, 1981). However, contemporary models of habitat selection primarily
focus on elucidating the effects of either intrinsic habitat quality (i.e., isodar theory) or
interspecific interactions (i.e., isoleg theory) on patterns of habitat use. Therefore, one of
the goals of this study was to integrate isodar and isoleg theory, by combining pattems of
population regulation and community organization to examine habitat selection among
interspecific competitors. The first step in developing this comprehensive model was to
insure that as a single-species model, it was consistent with the ideal free distribution and
isodar analysis. This chapter describes simulation results obtained from the single-species
model. Subsequently, results obtained from the two-species model when interspecific
competition is absent (a.^. = a^^j = 0) are used to produce isolegs for non-competing
species.
Isodar Results and Discussion
The single-species model (Chapter II) generated distribution pattems consistent
with the IFD and isodar theory. Habitat selection was density-dependent and population
regulation was controlled by fitness-density relationships within habitats. Differences in
carrying capacity and intrinsic rate of growth altered fitness-density relationships, and
ultimately the distribution of a species between the two habitats. The model successfully
simulated each of the five types of population regulation (Fig. 3.1) described by Morris
(1988; Fig. 1.1). The corresponding habitat isodars were obtained from these distributions
(Fig. 3.2) and also were consistent with the isodar model (Fig. 1.2; Morris 1988). In this
model, the fitness-density relationship in a habitat is characterized by maximum intrinsic
fitness (r) which determines the y-intercept and carrying capacity (K) which determines the
x-intercept. The relative difference in maximum intrinsic fitness between habitats
determines the intercept of an isodar. and the relative difference in the fitness-density
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Figure 3.1. Fitness-density plots corresponding to the five cases of population
regulation described by Morris (1988). Distributions were generated with the
single-species model presented in Chapter II, where Nij represents the density of
species / in a habitat; and Wij represents its fitness. Black represents the primary
habitat, and grey the altemate habitat of a species. A, parallel population
regulation; B, divergent population regulation; C, divergent maintained population
regulation; D, convergent population regulation; E, crossover population regulation.
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relationship between habitats determines the slope. These results are used subsequently to
verify the behavior of the two-species model, with respect to population regulation for two
potentially competing species. Because isolegs are more suitable for portraying pattems of
habitat use and coexistence between interspecific competitors, the remainder of this study
focuses on isolegs rather than isodars.
Isoleg Derivation
Isoleg theory seeks to expand habitat selection by including multiple-species
interactions. The strength of the isoleg model lies in its ability to recognize species
coexistence. Its weakness is the inability to predict the placement of isolegs in density-state
space. Isolegs are lines that identify combinations of species-density at which a target
species exhibits a consistent change in its behavior, i.e. the exact density combinations of
intra- and interspecific competitors that cause individuals of a target species to begin using
an altemate habitat. Although isolegs are plotted in two-species, density-state space
(i.e.. N, by N^), the two species do not have to be competing for an isoleg to exist. In
practice, isolegs are estimated from the steady-state distribution of competitors following
experimental manipulations of population densities (Abramsky et al. 1991. 1994, 1997).
The models described in Chapter n utilize a similar rationale in that population density is set
and individuals move among habitats to achieve maximum fitness (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6).
Index of Habitat Association
The index of habitat association (Aj) identifies the proportional use of habitats by a
species (also termed habitat preference, Morris 1999; Pimm et al. 1985). This index (Eq.
3.1) can be quantified as the proportion of individuals of species / in one habitat (/)versus
the total number of individuals of that species in all available habitats (/ +f). By
convention, density (A^,^) in the primary habitat (/) is placed in the numerator:
A

Nij

All =

.

(3.1)

(Nij + Nif)
At low intraspecific density, all individuals of a target species reside exclusively in
the primary habitat (Fretwell and Lucas 1970; Rosenzweig 1981; Morris 1988), and the
index of habitat association equals 1.0. In accord with the IFD, a species increasingly uses
altemate habitats as total density increases; as a result, association with the primary habitat
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decreases (i.e.. A,, < 1.0). If the index of habitat association equals 0. no individuals of the
species reside in the primary habitat, but rather exhibit exclusive use of the altemate habitat.
For each simulation, values of A^ were calculated to quantify use of the primary habitat b>'
each species.
Surface Plots of Habitat Association
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the relationship of the index of habitat association to isoleg
analysis for a single species experiencing parallel population regulation (Table 2.1,
Fig. 3.1) and no interspecific competition (a = 0). A three-dimensional plot of habitat
association, expressed as a function of the total density of two non-competing species, was
constmcted to show the density-dependent decline in use of habitat A by species 1. For all
densities at which A„ = 1.0, all individuals reside in the primary habitat and the slope of the
surface is zero, forming a plateau on the curve of habitat association. As individuals
increase use of the altemate habitat, Aji departs from 1.0.
The range of density combinations for which Ajj =1.0 and the lower limit of A^ are
determined by the difference in quality (fitness) between habitats. Habitat quality is a
function of maximum intrinsic fitness and the relationship between fitness and density. If
habitats ha\'e a large difference in quality, then individuals demonstrate a stronger
association with the primary habitat. This manifests as a wider A,; = 1.0 plateau or a
shallow slope on the curve at A^ < 1.0. On the other hand, if habitats are similar in quality,
individuals use the altemate habitat at lower intraspecific densities. This results in a narrow
plateau or a steeper curve at Ajj < 1.0. An index value of 0.5 indicates that individuals are
evenly distributed among the habitats.
Isolegs
Contours of the surface plot of habitat association can be projected as isoclines in
two dimensions (N, by N2). These isocUnes identify combinations of species-density for
which the index of habitat association is constant and thus, fitness of the target species is
equal in both habitats. The isocline corresponding to the A^ = 1.0 contour (Fig. 3.3) is
equivalent to a 0% isoleg as defined by Brown and Rosenzweig (1986). A 0% isoleg
identifies combinations of species-density that form a threshold at which individuals begin
to utilize altemate habitats in addition to their primary habitat. The intercept of an isoleg
corresponds to the relative difference in maximum intrinsic fitness between habitats. The
slope of an isoleg reveals the combined impact of relative disparity in quality between
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habitats and interspecific competition on the fitness of a target species. In the absence of
interspecific competition, habitat use is independent of interspecific density, and the isoleg
of a species is perpendicular to its respective density axis (Fig. 3.3B). The isoleg of a
single species identifies two regions of behavior with respect to habitat selection. For
densities less than the isoleg, all individuals reside in the primary habitat. For densities
greater than the isoleg, individuals reside in the primary and altemate habitats.
Isoleg Results and Discussion
This section discusses patterns of habitat use and coexistence for two noncompeting species. In the transition from a single-species universe to one containing two
species, the movement of individuals remained consistent with the IFD in that fitness
declined with increasing intraspecific density. Moreover, species responded to differences
in habitat qualities as predicted by isodar theory, thus providing a means of assessing the
effects of population regulation on pattems of habitat use and coexistence for two
potentially competing species. Simulations were conducted as described in Chapter II, and
the coefficients of competition were set at zero (ttji = ^n = 0). Although the species were
not competing, species-specific ecological preferences and the resulting pattems of habitat
use were important because they determined the elementary pattem of coexistence for two
potentially competing species.
Parallel Population Regulation
Parallel population regulation was simulated by assigning habitat-specific parameter
values given in Table 3.1 (Fig. 1.1 A). Because the two habitats had different maximum
fitness values (r), individuals entered the primary habitat until intraspecific density lowered
habitat quality so that both habitats were equally profitable (Fig. 3.4A, B). As long as all
individuals of a species resided in the primary habitat. A,; equaled 1.0 (i.e., the species
exhibited a strict association with this habitat), forming a plateau on the surface plot.
Under this set of simulated conditions, the index of habitat association ranged from 1.0
(complete association) at low intraspecific densities to approximately 0.6 (partial
association) at high densities (Fig. 3.4A, B).
When isolegs were plotted for each species, they revealed four regions of behavior
in density-state space (Fig. 3.4C). The size of these regions varied with respect to speciesspecific characteristics, and in each region, coexistence depended on the type of community
organization (e.g., distinct preferences versus shared preferences, see below).
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Figure 3.4. Plots of habitat association and the corresponding isolegs for two
non-competing species expressing parallel population regulation and distinct
preferences. A, Species 2 has a preference for habitat B, and the isoleg is grey.
B, Species 1 has a preference for habitat A, and the isoleg is black. C, Isolegs
for both species plotted in density-state space. In region I, species 1 occupies
habitat A; species 2 occupies habitat B. In region II, species 1 occupies habitat A;
species 2 occupies habitats A and B. In region III, species 1 occupies habitats A
and B; species 2 occupies habitat B. In region IV, species 1 and 2 occupy
habitats A and B.
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Nonetheless, Pimm and Rosenzweig (1981) discussed the general implications to
coexistence as follows: (1) region I, both species are at low density and all individuals
reside in their primary habitat; (2) region II, species 1 uses only its primary habitat and
species 2 uses both habitats; (3) region III, species 1 uses both habitats and species 2 uses
only its primary habitat; and (4) region IV, both species are at high density and utilize both
habitats.
Divergent Population Regulation
Divergent population regulation arises when two habitats have the same maximum
intrinsic fitness, but as total density increases, fitness in the alternate habitat declines at a
faster rate (Fig. 1.2B). Thus, when Nj > 1, the index of habitat association dropped from
1.0 to 0.75 (Figs. 3.5A, B). As a result, the Ajj = 1.0 plateau was Umited to the isoleg of a
species at N^ = 1. Consequently, when the isolegs of both species were plotted together in
density-state space, they effectively identified only one region of behavior, region IV
(Fig. 3.5C). Under these conditions, both species coexisted in both habitats when
densities exceeded one individual per species.
Divergent Maintained Population Regulation
Divergent maintained population regulation arises when the primary habitat has a
higher maximum intrinsic fitness than the altemate habitat and a slower rate of densitydependent decline in fitness (Fig. 1.2C). In these simulations, the values of intrinsic rate
of increase and carrying capacity that defined divergent maintained population regulation
also created the greatest disparity in quality between habitats (Table 2.1). Individuals
responded by remaining in the primary habitat for a wider range of intraspecific densities
(Fig. 3.6A, B) than in the other models of population regulation. The surface plot of this
distribution pattem is characterized by a wide A,; = 1.0 plateau and a curve that is shallow
in slope. Similar to parallel population regulation, the isolegs underlying the surface plot of
habitat association created four regions of distinct behavior with respect to habitat selection
(Fig. 3.6C).
Convergent Population Regulation
Convergent population regulation arises when habitats become more similar in
quality as total density increases (Fig. I.ID; Table 2.1). In these simulations, individuals
responded by using their altemate habitats at relatively lower intraspecific densities
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Figure 3.5. Plots of habitat association and corresponding isolegs for two noncompeting species expressing divergent population regulation and distinct
preferences. A, Species 2 has a preference for habitat B, and the isoleg is grey.
B, Species 1 has a preference for habitat A, and the isoleg is black. C, Isolegs
for both species plotted in density-state space. Under these conditions, the isoleg
of species 2 lies along the y-axis, and that of species 1 lies along the x-axis.
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Figure 3.6. Plots of habitat association and corresponding isolegs for two noncompeting species expressing divergent maintained population regulation and
distinct preferences. A, Species 2 has a preference for habitat B, and the isoleg
is grey. B, Species 1 has a preference for habitat A, and the isoleg is black.
C, Isolegs for both species plotted in density-state space.
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(Fig. 3.7A, B), compared to other models of population regulation. The A,; = 1.0 plateau
was narrow, and the isolegs of both species identified four regions of behavior with respect
to habitat selection (Fig. 3.7C).
Crossover Population Regulation
Crossover population regulation arises when the primary habitat has a higher
maximum intrinsic fitness but supports a smaller maximum population than the alternate
habitat (Fig. I.ID; Table 2.1). At low intraspecific densities, all individuals resided in the
primary habitat (A,; = 1.0; Fig. 3.8A, B). However, at high densities, the index of habitat
association approached 0.39, because more individuals resided in the altemate habitat than
in the primary habitat. Although the isolegs identified four regions of behavior with respect
to habitat selection (Fig. 3.8C), the pattern of community organization changed with
density (Fig. 3.9) as each species switched their primary association to the alternate habitat
(i.e., Ajj < 0.5). Morris (1988) describes this type of shift in community organization as
switched preferences. For example, in this simulation, model parameters defined a
situation of distinct preferences such that species 1 preferred habitat A and species 2
preferred habitat B. But, due to crossover population regulation, distinct preferences were
expressed only when both species had low population densities (quadrat A) or when both
had high densities (quadrat C). If, however, one species had a high density relative to the
other, crossover population regulation created a situation similar to shared preference
community organization in quadrats B and D of density-state space.
Integrated Habitat Association
Isolegs and surface plots of habitat association provide a visual display of the
distribution of individuals between habitats, but they provide limited means for
quantitatively comparing changes in distributions as a result of changes in habitat and
species characteristics. In addition to the 0% isoleg, infinitely many isoclines exist for
A,. < 1.0. These contours represent isolegs for partial habitat associations which
correspond to different degrees of use of the two habitats (cf Morris 1999). Clearly, the
location of these isoclines in density-state space depends on many factors which may be
difficult to evaluate. In contrast, the volume beneath the surface plot of habitat association
provides a measure of overall use of the primary habitat by a species. This volume
represents an integrated measure of a species' association with its primary habitat (I^).
This measure also quantifies changes in the integrated pattem of habitat use in response to
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Figure 3.7. Plots of habitat association and corresponding isolegs for two noncompeting species expressing convergent population regulation and distinct
preferences. A, Species 2 has a distinct preference for habitat B, and the isoleg
is grey. B, Species 1 has a distinct preference for habitat A, and the isoleg is black.
C, Isolegs for both species plotted in density-state space.
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Figure 3.8. Plots of habitat association and corresponding isolegs for two noncompeting species expressing crossover population regulation and distinct preferences.
A, Species 2 has a preference for habitat B and the isoleg is grey. B, Species 1 has a
preference for habitat A and the isoleg is black. C, Isolegs for both species plotted in
density-state space.
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Figure 3.9. Isoleg plot demonstrating changes in habitat
association due to crossover population regulation for two species
expressing distinct preferences. Isolegs are represented by the grey
lines, and the corresponding A,; = 0.5 isoclines are plotted as black
lines. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B, and species 1 has a
preference for habitat A. Quadrat A, species 2 has a stronger
association with habitat B and species 1 with habitat A. Quadrat B,
species 2 associates more with habitat A and species 1 with habitat
A. Quadrat C, species 2 associates more with habitat A and species
1 with habitat B. Quadrat D, species 2 associates more with habitat
B and species 1 with habitat B.
changes in model parameters. Moreover, this index is scaled in these simulations to range
between 0 and 1. If all individuals of a species occupy the primary habitat at all speciesdensity combinations, I^ = 1.0. If individuals never occupy the primary habitat, I^j = 0.0.
Values of integrated habitat association were calculated for all simulations (Table 3.1).
In the absence of interspecific competition (a2i = a,2 = 0), integrated habitat
association ranged from 0.59 (crossover regulation) to 0.88 (divergent maintained
regulation; Table 3.1). These values are specific to the conditions set by the parameters
used in this study, and they change when habitat or species attributes change. In this
study, the five population regulation scenarios represent a range of disparity in quality
between habitats, with divergent maintained regulation producing the most disparate
habitats and crossover regulation generating the most similar habitats. The relationship
between integrated habitat association and relative disparity in habitat quality varies with the
pattern of community organization. For example, under distinct preference organization,
values of integrated habitat association should be higher for more disparate habitats, as
compared to habitats of similar quality.
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Table 3.1. Values of integrated habitat association for two
species occupying two habitats. Values obtained from
simulations of neutralism (aj2 = ttj, = 0) are presented for
each pattem of population regulation.
Pattern of
Population Regulation

Parallel
Divergent
Divergent Maintained
Convergent
Crossover

Species 1

Species 2

0.76
0.76
0.88
0.71
0.59

0.76
0.76
0.88
0.71
0.59

The surface plots of habitat association indicated that individuals strictly used the
primary habitat (A,; = 1.0) only at low population densities (Figs. 3.4 - 3.8). Moreover,
individuals qualitatively demonstrated greater use of the primary habitat (represented by a
wider Aj = 1.0 plateau) when it was relatively high in quality compared to the altemate
habitat (i.e., divergent maintained population regulation, Fig. 3.6). However, by
comparing only the plots of habitat association, a false perception of species distributions
may arise. For example, in contrast to the other scenarios, under divergent population
regulation, there is no apparent A^ = 1.0 plateau on the plot of habitat association
(Fig. 3.5). It is difficult therefore to determine if individuals are more strongly associated
with their primary habitat or their altemate habitat. With regard to the other population
regulation scenarios, it is not clear whether a species had, overall, a stronger association
with the primary habitat under divergent regulation or crossover regulation. It is expected,
however, that a species should be associated more strongly with its primary habitat when
habitats differ greatly in quality. Integrated habitat association quantifies this relationship
and provides the answer. For this set of simulations, I^, = 0.76 (Table 3.1), indicating that
species 1 exhibited a stronger association with the primary habitat under divergent
population regulation than under crossover population regulation (I^, = 0.59) when habitats
are more similar in quality. Therefore, integrated habitat association is a valuable metric
that can quantify the pattern of habitat use and distinguish the effects of different population
regulation regimes.
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Conclusions
The results of simulations are similar to the results of empirical studies that have
been conducted to test theories of habitat selection (Abramsky et al. 1991, 1994, 1997;
Rosenzweig 1986). Individuals sorted among habitats so that the resulting distributions
reflected differences in habitat quaUties and equal fitness between habitats. Unlike
empirical experiments, individual fitness was quantified in these simulations, and
individuals selected habitats to maximize fitness. Resulting pattems of habitat association
were quantified (A,) to provide a measure of the distribution of individuals, and this
measure was used to determine the location of isolegs in density-state space. This chapter
contains the foundation for the latter part of this study. Herein, a key attribute of isodar
theory (i.e., population regulation) was applied to isoleg theory, thus expanding the
predictive capability of isoleg theory, even in the absence of interspecific competition.
Hence, this model has potential to extend the niche-space framework of isoleg theory by
expressing habitat association (z-axis) as a quantitative function of the total population sizes
of each of two potentially competing species (x- and y- axes). The surface plot of this
relationship can be viewed as a topological representation of intra- and interspecific effects
on habitat selection, thus providing a means of estimating the impacts of changes in model
parameters on the distribution of individuals.
Current models of habitat selection assess the role of population regulation or
community organization on species distributions; none simultaneously incorporate both
population and community perspectives to assess the effects on species coexistence.
Models of population regulation reflect how habitat quality influences the distribution of
individuals (Morris 1988, 1989, 1999). Conversely, community organization determines
coexistence for interspecific competitors exhibiting species-specific ecological preferences
(Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1981, 1985; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986,
1997). By incorporating both population and community level perspectives into a
simulation model of habitat selection, it should be possible to assess changes in patterns of
coexistence as a function of interspecific interactions and habitat quality. This chapter
focused on intraspecific competition and coexistence between non-competing species. The
following chapters discuss pattems of habitat selection and coexistence under three types of
community organization in which interspecific competition alters the distribution of species
(Chapters IV, V, and VI).
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CHAPTER IV
INTERSPECmC COMPETITION —
DISTINCT PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
This chapter focuses on the effects of population regulation and strength of
interspecific competition on coexistence between two competing species exhibiting distinct
preference community organization in a two habitat system. According to isoleg theory,
the presence of an ecologically dominant species alters the pattem of habitat selection for a
subordinate species as well as the dominant (Rosenzweig 1979, 1981). Specifically, the
theory predicts that isolegs of both species should have positive slopes, indicating
increased selectivity for primary habitats as interspecific density increases (Pimm and
Rosenzweig 1981; Fig. 1.3A). In density-state space, each isoleg independently identifies
at least two regions of behavior with respect to habitat selection, the region in which a
species forages exclusively in its primary habitat, and the region in which the species
forages in both habitats. However, contemporary isoleg theory cannot predict the exact
location of isolegs or the size of the corresponding regions. Consequently, the theory
cannot predict how coexistence changes with population regulation or even interspecific
competition.
Using the model presented in Chapter II, the previous chapter described the location
of isolegs as a function of population regulation. But, given specified model parameters
(Table 2.1), these isolegs remain perpendicular to the density axis, unless some additional
factor, such as interspecific competition, alters the quality of habitats. This chapter
describes species distributions resulting from the competitive simulations generated by each
of the five models of population regulation (see Chapter I) for distinct preferences. This is
followed by a discussion of integrated habitat association and a comparison of the five
pattems of population regulation and their relevance to species coexistence.
Isoleg Results and Discussion
Parallel Population Regulation
Interspecific competition changed the quality of habitats by increasing densitydependent impacts on fitness. Individuals responded to these changes, as reflected in the
surface of the plot of habitat association and in the shape and location of the underlying
isoleg (Fig. 4.1). Although use of the primary habitat declined with increasing intraspecific
density, the influence of interspecific competitors in the altemate habitat further
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Figure 4 1. Habitat association plots for two species expressing parallel population
regulation and distinct preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
ccJumn, and species 1 is presented in the right colunrn. A and Ba. = 0-0 and
a,2= 0.3; C andD, a2, = 0.3 and 0,2= 0.3; E and F, a2> = 0.6 and a,2= 0.3; G and
H a2i = 0.9 and a,2= 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for habitat A; the isoleg is
black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is grey.
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decreased its quality relative to the primary habitat. Consequently, the primary habitat
offered relatively higher fitness at a greater density of the target species (i.e., Sp. 1:
Fig. 4. IB). Hence, the area of the A„ = 1.0 plateau expanded and the slope of the surface
decreased as interspecific pressure increased, relative to when interspecific competition was
absent (i.e.. Fig. 3.4B or Nj = 0 in Fig. 4.1Bj. For example, at a density of N, = 1651,
the index of habitat association for species 1 increased from 0.60 to 0.62 as interspecific
density (N2) increased from 0 to 1651.
Changes in a competitor's behavior affected the distribution of both species. This
was apparent in the surface of habitat association for all A,j < 1.0 (Fig. 4.1B-H). As
densities increased, two distinct surfaces emerged on the plot of habitat association. These
surfaces were defined by the location of the competitor's isoleg. For example, in
Fig. 4. IB, a small plane occurred at relatively low densities of species 2, because all
individuals of species 2 resided in their primary habitat (B), and the distribution of species
1 was affected only by the presence of species 2 in habitat B. The larger plane represents
the densities at which fitness of species 1 was affected by the presence of interspecific
competitors in both habitats.
The pattem of habitat use changed not only with intra- and interspecific density
(i.e., within a simulation) but also with strength of interspecific competition (i.e., between
simulations). When both species were competitively equal (Figs. 4.1C, D), the habitat
association curves and underlying isolegs were mirror images. As the competitive impact
of species 1 on species 2 increased from a2, = 0.6 (Figs. 4. IE, F) to a2i = 0.9
(Figs. 4.1G, H), the Ajj = 1.0 plateau, along with the corresponding isoleg, expanded to
encompass greater intraspecific densities. The two surfaces at A^ < 1.0 also changed in
size in response to changes in the strength of interspecific competition. In general, changes
in the index of habitat association indicated that both species stricdy used the primary
habitat (A^ = 1.0) at higher intraspecific densities as interspecific density increased and as
the magnitude of interspecific impacts increased.
Isoleg plots demonstrate how changes in the distribution of individuals affect
coexistence (Fig. 4.2). In the absence of interspecific competition, the isolegs delineated
four regions (Fig. 3.3C), with coexistence occurring in all but region I. However, as the
competitive impact of species 1 on species 2 increased, regions I, II, and III expanded,
while region IV decreased (Figs. 4.2A-D). This overall trend indicated increased
selectivity for the primary habitat, resulting in reduced coexistence with increased strength
of competitive interaction (a).
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Figure 4.2. Isoleg plots for two species expressing parallel population regulation and
distinct preference organization. A, aii = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, an = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3;
C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 has a preference
for habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg
is grey.
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Divergent Population Regulation
As demonstrated with parallel population regulation, interspecific competition
altered the quality of habitats and changed the distribution of individuals. Under divergent
population regulation and in the absence of interspecific competitors, species detected little
difference in quality between habitats. However, the presence of interspecific competitors
had a substantial impact on habitat quality and the resulting distribution of individuals, as
demonstrated by a large plateau at A,; = 1.0 on the plot of habitat association
(Fig. 4.3B-H). For both species, the area of the plateau increased as the density and
strength of interspecific competitors increased. Unlike the situation for parallel population
regulation, the habitat association plot had only two surfaces: the A,j = 1.0 plateau and a
dechning face. This occurred because interspecific competitors occupied both habitats
when the density of competitors was greater than one individual.
In the absence of interspecific competition, isolegs identified one region of behavior
in which both species coexisted in both habitats (region IV; Fig. 3.4C). But, even
relatively low levels of interspecific competition had a substantial impact on the pattem of
coexistence. This was demonstrated by the arrangement of isolegs in Fig. 4.4A, where the
impact of species 2 shifted the isoleg of species 1 to create behavioral region II. Region IE
emerged when both species had competitive abilities (Fig. 4.4B). Interspecific competition
thus strengthened each species' association with its primary habitat. Although the degree
of coexistence changed with interspecific competition, a combination of weak interspecific
competition and a relatively large difference in intrinsic quality between the habitats
maintained coexistence in at least one habitat at all combinations of species-density.
However, strong interspecific competition sufficiently altered relative habitat qualities so
that the isolegs intersected in density-state space (Fig. 4.4C, D), and region I replaced
region IV. Hence, competition reduced coexistence from occurring in both habitats at all
population densities (i.e., region IV, Fig. 3.4) to occurring in only one habitat for a
restricted set of density combinations (i.e., regions II or III, Fig. 4.4). Moreover, strong
interspecific competition eliminated coexistence altogether for the combinations of density
encompassed by region I (Fig. 4.4C, D). The combination of interspecific competition and
divergent population regulation strongly enhanced use of the primary habitat, and the
resulting isolegs identified fewer regions of coexistence than under parallel population
regulation.
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Figure 4.3. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent population
regulation and distinct preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right colunm. A and B, an = 0 and ai2= 0.3;
C and D, an = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, an = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2
has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is grey.
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Figure 4.4. Isoleg plots for two species expressing divergent population regulation
and distinct preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3;
C, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for
habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is
grey.
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Divergent Maintained Population Regulation
Divergent maintained population regulation is similar to divergent population
regulation in that the primary habitat has a slower rate of density-dependent dechne in
fitness (Fig. I.IC; Table 2.1). Interspecific competition further enhances this dechne, so
that individuals remain in the primary habitat (A[j = 1.0) for a wider range of intraspecific
densities as interspecific density increases (Fig. 4.5B). For both species, the area of the
A,i = 1.0 plateau increased as the strength of interspecific competition increased
(Figs. 4.5C-H). For relatively low levels of competition (a,2 = 0.3), the pattern of habitat
use for a species (i.e., Sp. 1; Fig. 4.5B) changed as a result of concurrent changes in
habitat use by a competitor species. Two planes existed on the surface plot of habitat
association for values of A^ less than 1.0 (Figs. 4.5B-D), the boundary of these planes
coincided with the location of the competitor's isoleg.
As competitive pressure increased (a2,), the distribution of individuals changed so
that species became increasingly segregated into their primary habitats (Figs. 4.6A, B;
Fig. 3.5C). Under strong interspecific competition (a2j = 0.6 and 0.9), region IV
disappeared (Figs. 4.6C, D), and coexistence was limited to those combinations of density
lying within regions II and III. Thus, the combined effect of disparate habitat qualities and
interspecific competition greatly increased each species' association with its primary habitat
while reducing the potential for coexistence.
Convergent Population Regulation
Convergent population regulation arises when habitats become more similar in
quality as intraspecific density increases (Fig. LID; Table 2.1). In these simulations, the
presence of a competing species altered habitat qualities so that strict habitat associations
were determined by intraspecific as well as interspecific densities (Figs. 4.7B-H).
Contrary to current isoleg theory (Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981), the slope of the isoleg
underlying the A^ = 1.0 plateau did not increase simply as the density of competitors
increases. Instead, the plateau first expanded then contracted. At low intraspecific
densities, the presence of a competitor species reduced the quality of the altemate habitat for
a target species so that individuals remained in their primary habitat at higher intraspecific
densities. However, as the competitor species increased in density, it began to use both
habitats, thereby reducing fitness for the target species in each habitat. The target species
responded by increasing its use of the altemate habitat. Thus, a competitor species had a
relatively stronger impact on a target species when population densities were large, because
the competitor had a stronger association with the target species' primary habitat.
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Figure 4.5. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent maintained
population regulation and distinct preference organization. Species 2 is presented in
the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, an = 0 and
ai2= 0.3; C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; G and
H, a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for habitat A; the isoleg is
black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is grey.
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Figure 4.6. Isoleg plots for two species expreessing divergent maintained population
regulation and distinct preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, aix = 0.3
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Figure 4.7. Habitat association plots for two species expressing convergent
population regulation and distinct preference organization. Species 2 is presented
in the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i=0
and ai2=0.3; C and D, a2i=0.3 and ai2=0.3; E and F, a2i=0.6 and ai2=0.3; G and H,
a2i=0.9 and ai2=0.3. Species 1 has a preference for habitat A; the isoleg is black.
Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is grey.
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Following the edge of the A,^ = 1.0 plateau, the isolegs bowed outward from their
intercept indicating increased use of the primary habitat at low interspecific densities (when
the habitats are more dissimilar in quality), but at intermediate and high densities of a
competitor species, use of the primary habitat decreased (when habitats are more similar in
quality). Under these conditions, interspecific competition had an unusual effect on the
shape of the regions defined by isolegs (Fig. 4.8). When compared to other models of
population regulation, region I increased, but region FV changed relatively little. Typically,
region IV decreases greatly or disappears (Figs. 4.2, 4.4, 4.6), but convergent population
regulation maintained coexistence in both habitats, even under strong competitive pressure.
Crossover Population Regulation
Crossover population regulation arises when a species switches its primary
association from one habitat to another as density increases (Fig. I.ID; Table 2.1). This
switch occurs because the primary habitat has higher maximum fitness at low densities but
supports a smaller maximum population than does the altemate habitat. Under this model
of population regulation, the presence of interspecific competitors, particularly strong
competitors, had a profound effect on the distribution of individuals. First, interspecific
competition decreased a species' use of its primary habitat to the point that individuals
abandoned habitat selection (A^ = 1.0) in favor of using both habitats (A^ < 1.0;
Fig. 4.9B-D). Second, increased density and competitive ability of species 1 excluded the
subordinate species (Sp. 2) from habitat B (Figs. 4.9E, G). This unusual behavior formed
a trough in the surface plot of habitat association and is delimited by a 100% isoleg at
A,2 = 0. A 100% isoleg is functionally similar to a 0% isoleg, as defined by Brown and
Rosenzweig (1986), but differs in that it denotes the combinations of species-density at
which individuals change their behavior from using both habitats opportunistically
(1.0 > Afi > 0) to strict selection for the altemate habitat (A^ = 0).
Although the species were assigned distinct preferences, crossover regulation
altered habitat associations so that regions existed in density-state space where species had
overlapping preferences (i.e., shared preferences; Fig. 3.9, quadrats B and C). In these
regions, interspecific competition had a stronger impact on the fitness of a target species
because both species expressed shared preferences for the same habitats. For all
combinations of species-density at which A12 = 0 (Figs. 4.9E, G). the dominant competitor
(Sp. 1) had excluded the subordinate (Sp. 2) from habitat B —the primary habitat of
species 2. Therefore, the unique conditions presented by crossover regulation
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Figure 4.8. Isoleg plots for two species expressing convergent population regulation
and distinct preference organization. A. a2i = 0 and an = 0.3: B. a2i = 0.3 and a n = 0.3:
C. a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; D. a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for
habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is
grey.
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Figure 4.9. Habitat association plots for two species expressing crossover population
regulation and distinct preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B. a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and a n = 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and an=0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 has preference for habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2
has a preference for habitat B; the 0% isoleg is dark grey, and the 100% isoleg is light
grey. Figures E and G are rotated clockwise to show the Ai = 0 trough.
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(i.e., switched habitat associations) can result in the exclusion of a subordinate species
from its primary habitat when species express distinct preferences.
As well, the pattem of coexistence was unusual under crossover population
regulation. At low levels of interspecific competition (a2, or a,2 < 0.3), isolegs (A^- = 1.0)
divided density-state space into four regions so that coexistence in both habitats occurred at
high densities (Figs. 4.10A, B). However, strong interspecific competition created a new
region in density-state space (region V; Figs. 4.IOC, D). In region V, species 1 had a high
population density and a stronger association with habitat B than habitat A. As a result,
species 2 was excluded from habitat B and occupied only habitat A, but species 1 continued
to occupy both habitats. Thus, crossover population regulation and strong interspecific
competition reduced coexistence by restricting the subordinate species to its altemate
habitat. Under these conditions, the dominant competitor (Sp. 1) avoided interspecific
competitors in three regions: in regions I and IE, species 1 solely occupied habitat A; in
region V, species 1 solely occupied habitat B. In the other models of population
regulation, interspecific competition enhanced each species' association with its respective
primary habitat, thus reducing coexistence in the respective altemate habitat. In contrast,
under crossover population regulation, interspecific competition altered pattems of habitat
use so that species increased their association with their alternate habitats to the extent that
the subordinate species switched from using the primary habitat exclusively to using the
altemate habitat exclusively.
Non-Linear Isolegs
One of the unexpected results of this study was the frequent generation of nonlinear or broken-stick isolegs (Fig. 4.2). Isolegs are commonly depicted in a linear form;
however, many studies have suggested or demonstrated that isolegs may be nonlinear
(Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981; Rosenzweig 1985; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986; Morris
1999). Few reasons have been proposed to explain non-linear habitat selection behaviors,
aside from interference competition (Rosenzweig 1985) and pre-emptive habitat selection
(Morris 1999). However, the distribution of individuals described by the two-species
model presented in Chapter II indicates that non-linear (broken-stick) isolegs can occur as a
result of simple exploitative competition given constant coefficients of competition. This is
especially evident when two species exhibit convergent or crossover population regulation
and have relatively strong interspecific competitive abihties (Figs. 4.8C, D and 4.IOC, D).
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Figure 4.10. Isoleg plots for two species expressing crossover population regulation
and distinct preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and a n = 0.3:
C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 has a preference for
habitat A; the isoleg is black. Species 2 has a preference for habitat B; the isoleg is
grey. Species 2 also has a 100% isoleg (light grey, C and D) that defines a new region,
region V. In this region, species 2 does not occupy its primary habitat, habitat B.
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Integrated Habitat Association Results and Discussion
Integrated habitat association (I^) quantifies the overall distribution response of a
species to a particular set of conditions. Specifically, this measure is used to quantify the
degree of selectivity a species has for its primary habitat. In the absence of interspecific
competition, integrated habitat association ranged from 0.59 (crossover regulation) to 0.88
(divergent maintained regulation: Table 4.1: see also Chapter EI). But, as the strength of
interspecific competition increased, the value of integrated habitat association increased,
because species demonstrated greater use of their primary habitats. In the case of distinct
preferences, the impacts of interspecific competition were strongest in the altemate habitat
of a target species. Therefore, the primary habitat of a target species was used at higher
intraspecific densities. For example, under parallel population regulation and in the
absence of interspecific competition, integrated habitat association equaled 0.76. When
a^i = 0.0 and ttjj = 0.3, this value increased to 0.80 for species 1, indicating increased use
of habitat A. This was because the presence of a competitor species (Sp. 2) in habitat B
decreased fitness for species 1 in that habitat, so that the primary habitat (A) offered greater
fitness at higher intraspecific densities. When both species had the same hfe-history
parameters, were competitively equal, and exhibited distinct preferences, integrated habitat
association increased equally for each species (I^^ = 0.81; Table 4.1). As the competitive
impact of species 1 on species 2 increased (03, = 0.6 then 0.9), integrated habitat association continued to increase for both species, especially for the subordinate (1^2 = 0.90).
In the case of divergent population regulation, integrated habitat association
captured substantial changes in distribution resulting from interspecific competition. For
example, I^^ = 0.76 for each species in the absence of interspecific competition (Table 4.1),
but when ttjj = 0.3, I^, increased to 0.90, indicating a sharp increase in the use of the
primary habitat by species 1. At the highest level of interspecific competition (03, = 0.9),
species 2 demonstrated almost exclusive use of its primary habitat (I^. = 0-97).
In this study, divergent maintained population regulation was defined by model
parameters that yielded a large intrinsic difference in quality between habitats. As a result,
higher values of integrated habitat association were obtained under this pattem of
population regulation than under any other pattem. In the absence of interspecific
competition, integrated habitat association indicated that most individuals utiHzed the
primary habitat more often than the altemate (I^ = 0.88; Table 4.1), when compared to the
other models of population regulation. Under strong interspecific competition (a2i = 0.9).
integrated habitat association for species 2 increased to 0.98. indicating almost exclusive
use of the primary habitat.
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In contrast to these other models, convergent population regulation \\ as defined by
habitats that were intrinsically more similar at higher population densities. In the absence
of interspecific competition, this similarity resulted in a more equal distribution of
individuals between habitats (I^ = 0.71; Table 4.1). Again, because species expressed
distinct preferences, integrated habitat association for each species increased as the
magnitude of interspecific competition increased. However, the similarity betw een the
habitats reduced the relative effects interspecific competition so that species more readil>
used their altemate habitat than in situations in which the habitats differed greatly in quality.
For example, when 04, = 0.9 and a,2 = 0.3, integrated habitat association for species 2
was 0.76 under convergent regulation, but under divergent maintained regulation, it was
0.98.
Integrated habitat association for crossover population regulation was much low er
than the other scenarios (Table 4.1), because species switched their primary habitat
association to the altemate habitat when at high population densities. Under this model of
population regulation, interspecific competition decreased values of integrated habitat
association, because individuals left the primary habitat in response to the combined
impacts of intra- and interspecific pressures. The response was strongest for the
subordinate species where strong interspecific competition restricted this species to its
altemate habitat (Fig. 4.10).
Conclusions
The primary goal of this experiment was to employ a simple. quantitati\e model of
habitat selection to explore pattems of habitat use for interspecific competitors. Model
output illustrated the effects of competition on pattems of habitat selection. Additionally,
isolegs were generated to demonstrate changes in selectivity, as well as changes in
coexistence resulting from differences in habitat quality due to intrinsic differences
(i.e., population regulation) and those exacerbated by interspecific competitors.
The distribution pattems generated by the two-species model generally support the
predictions of isoleg theory for distinct preferences. Except for crossover population
regulation, simulation results from the four other models of population regulation are
consistent with the compression hypothesis (MacArthur and Pianka 1966: Schoener et al.
1979) in that strong interspecific competition increases selectivity (A^ = 1.0) by a target
species for the primary habitat. This was not apparent in the case for crossover regulation,
because species demonstrate a stronger association with their altemate habitat when at high
population densities. This switch in habitat association resulted in both species decreasing
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their use of the primary habitat as interspecific pressure increased. Typically, in a distinct
preference arrangement, the impacts of interspecific competitors are strongest in the
altemate habitat, because the competitor demonstrates a stronger association with this
habitat. But, under crossover regulation, the competitor switches its association to the
altemate habitat thus having a stronger impact in the primary habitat of the target species.
The subordinate species responds by switching its association to its altemate habitat
(formerly the primary habitat of the competitor species), and under strong interspecific
competition, becomes exclusively selective of the altemate habitat (A,; = 0).
Hallett et al. (1983) noted that habitat selection diminishes the impacts of
competitive interactions, especially for species exhibiting distinct preferences, by permitting
species to retreat into habitats that are not selected by the competitor species. In this
manner, habitat selection facilitates coexistence on a regional scale, even if competition
eliminates coexistence within a particular habitat. In heterogeneous environments, the
relative difference in habitat quahty between habitats determines the degree to which
competitive interactions stmcture communities (Mitchell et al. 1990: Morris 1987). Thus,
if we believe that species demonstrate stronger associations with higher quality habitats
when there is a large difference in quality, as opposed to a small difference (Rosenzweig
1974; Vandermeer 1972), and we accept that interspecific competition increases the
disparity between habitats (by reducing the quality of the poorer habitat), we can expect
competition to have a greater impact on coexistence when habitats are substantially different
in quality and species exhibit distinct preferences.
In this study, relative habitat quality is a function of intrinsic rates of increase,
carrying capacities, and population densities between pairs of habitats. Given the model
parameters specified in Chapter E (Table 2.1), each of the five types of population
regulation represent five models of disparity in habitat quality. For simplicity, I will focus
on four of the pattems, including parallel, divergent, divergent maintained and convergent
population regulation. Of these four pattems, convergent regulation represents habitats that
are most similar in quahty, and divergent maintained regulation represents habitats with the
greatest difference in quahty.
For a given competitive scenario, the pattem of population regulation had a
profound influence on the degree of coexistence. This was because for competitors
expressing distinct preferences, each species increased its association with its primary
habitat as the quality of that habitat increased relative to other habitats. Thus, a species
exhibited a stronger association with its primary habitat when the two habitats differed
greatly in quality (i.e., K^ = 1000 and K^ = 335 as opposed to K^ = 1000 and Kg = 870).
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For example, competitive interactions substantially reduced coexistence (i.e., enlarged
region I) under divergent maintained regulation (disparate habitats), but had less impact on
coexistence when the habitats were similar in quality, such as in convergent regulation.
Moreover, when competitive interactions were relatively weak (Fig. 4.11 A), coexistence
was universal at all combinations of species-density under divergent regulation, but was
restricted to higher population densities under divergent maintained regulation. In contrast,
for these same population regulation scenarios, strong competitive interactions
(Fig. 4.1 ID) reduced coexistence to one habitat for many combinations of density
(i.e., region II and IE), and eliminated coexistence entirely (i.e., region I) at all other
densities.
Strong competitive interactions also resulted in an unexpected switch in selectivity
(Aj2 = 0; region V) for a subordinate species experiencing crossover regulation
(Fig. 4.1 ID). The creation of new regions at high interspecific competition (i.e., region V)
are of particular interest, because they hint at more complex pattems of coexistence than
previously suggested by isoleg theory. For communities arranged by distinct preferences,
isoleg theory predicts that species will coexist when one or both species exceeds a density
threshold and begins to use an altemate habitat(s). Under these circumstances, species may
coexist in one or more habitats ~ but always in the altemate habitat of the target species
(Fig. 4.2, 4.4, 4.6. 4.8). Therefore, it was surprising to find that competition can reduce
coexistence to the primary habitat of the dominant species (Sp. 1) by restricting a
subordinate species to this habitat (Fig. 4.10).
Because integrated habitat association reflects changes in habitat use (increasing as
species increase use of the primary habitat and decreasing as they use other habitats), it
provides another view of changes in selectivity. Under distinct preferences, integrated
habitat association should be higher for species selecting among habitats that differ greatly
in quality than among habitats of similar quality. Indeed, integrated habitat association was
highest under divergent maintained population regulation (the most disparate of habitats)
and much lower under convergent population regulation (the most similar of habitats;
Table 4.1). Crossover population regulation is unique in that species switch their primary
association to the altemate habitat. In this case, integrated habitat association approached
0.5, indicating approximately equal use of habitats. Except for crossover regulation,
interspecific competition further enhanced the disparity in intrinsic quahty between habitats
so that integrated habitat association increased as the magnitude of competition increased.
Under crossover population regulation, integrated habitat association decreased, because
habitat associations switched to the altemate habitat (Table 4.1)
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The results of the simulations generated for two competing species expressing
distinct preferences demonstrated that the potential for coexistence depended upon the
impact of interspecific competitors, as well as the relationship between relative difference in
intrinsic habitat quality and species-specific characteristics. The following chapters expand
this study of habitat selection to competitors expressing shared habitat preferences (Chapter
IV) and centrifugal community organization (Chapter V).
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CHAPTER V
INTERSPECETC COMPETITION —
SHARED PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
This chapter focuses on the effects of population regulation and strength of
interspecific competition on coexistence between two competing species expressing shared
preference community organization in a two habitat system. According to contemporary
isoleg theory, shared preference organization develops when the resource base varies
between habitats or over time and competing species acquire resources through interference
competition (Kotler et al. 1993; Morris 1988; Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986).
Moreover, the existence of an ecologically dominant (i.e., competitively superior) species
affects decisions conceming habitat selection made by a subordinate (i.e., competitively
inferior) species, but the presence of subordinates has little impact on the distribution of
dominants.
The theory predicts that, in the presence of a dominant competitor, the subordinate
species should decrease its use of the primary habitat and, under strong interspecific
competition, demonstrate exclusive use of the altemate habitat. Thus, the isoleg of a
subordinate species should have two slopes: first, a negative slope that originates from the
density axis but intersects the competitors axis as population densities increase, and then a
positive slope that originates from the competitors axis at high interspecific densities
(Fig. 1.3B). This isoleg defines three regions of behavior with respect to habitat selection
for the subordinate species: one in which the subordinate forages only in the primary
habitat; a second in which it forages in both habitats; and a third in which it forages only in
the altemate habitat. The dominant species, however, should increase use of the primary
habitat as the density of the subordinate increases. Specifically, the isoleg of the dominant
species should have a positive slope (Fig. 1.3B), similar to isolegs predicted for distinct
preferences (Fig. 1.3A). The isoleg also should identify two behavioral regions with
respect to habitat selection, one in which foraging occurs in the primary habitat and another
in which foraging occurs in both habitats (Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1997).
The predictions ouflined above are based on an assumption that a trade-off exists
between competitive ability and foraging efficiency. This assumption, traditionally, has
been considered to be an important mechanism facilitating coexistence among competitors
exhibiting shared preferences (Brown et al. 1994; Kotler et al. 1993; Mystemd and Ims
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1998; Pimm et al. 1985). However, communities arranged by shared preferences do not
necessarily have organisms possessing these traits. In order to generate results that would
be comparable between the three models of community organization, the assumption of a
trade-off in competitive ability was not used in the following simulations.
Isoleg Results and Discussion
Parallel Population Regulation
For both species, the pattem of habitat selection changed as the competitive impact
of species 1 increased. Although both species experienced higher fitness in habitat A and
preferred this habitat when at low intra- and interspecific densities, competition reduced the
fitness of all individuals in habitat A (Fig. 5. IB-H). Consequently, the area of the
AJ. = 1.0 plateau on the plot of habitat association decreased as the strength of interspecific
compefition increased, especially for the subordinate species. However, species 2 had a
small competitive impact on species 1 which manifested as a slight reduction in the area of
the AJJ = 1.0 plateau for the dominant species. In contrast, when a dominant species
(Sp. 1) had a strong competifive advantage (a^^ = 0.9, ai2 = 0.3; Fig. 5.1H), its pattem of
habitat use was unaffected by the subordinate.
AS densities increased, three distinct surfaces emerged on the surface plot of habitat
association for a target species (Fig. 5. IB). This was because the presence of a competitor
species in the primary habitat altered the distribution of a target species. Aside from the
Ajj = 1.0 plateau, a small plane occurred at relatively low densities of interspecific
competitors, because all interspecific competitors resided in the primary habitat. The larger
plane occurred when interspecific density was high, and individuals of the target species
had to compete with the competitor species in both habitats.
Consistent with isoleg theory, the isoleg for the subordinate (Sp. 2) had a negative
slope at low combinations of species-density (Figs. 5. IE, G). The increasing presence of
dominants (Sp. 1) forced subordinates to begin using the altemate habitat at lower
intraspecific densities. However, at intermediate and high density combinations, the slope
of the subordinate's isoleg was independent of competitor density. Increasing competitive
pressure altered the distribution of a target species only when the competitor resided solely
in one habitat (i.e., interspecific density is less than the isoleg). Once an interspecific
competitor began to utilize both habitats, individuals of the target species were able no
longer to improve fitness by changing their distribution. Additionally, with respect to the
competitor species (Sp. 1), strong dominance (02, = 0.9; Fig. 5.1H) negated competitive
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Figure 5.1. Habitat association plots for two species expressing parallel population
regulation and shared preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. The isoleg of
species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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pressure from the subordinate species. Strong dominance also resulted in the subordinate
(Sp. 2) abandoning exclusive use of the primary habitat (A,2 < 1.0) at all but the lowest
combinations of species-density (Fig. 5.1G)
The isoleg for the subordinate species defined two, rather than three, regions of
behavior as predicted by isoleg theory (Rosenzweig 1985; Rosenzweig and Abramsky
1997; Fig. 5.2). As a2, increased, regions II and IV expanded, and regions I and III
decreased. Strong competitive dominance (02, = 0.9) coupled with high density of the
competitor species (Sp. 1) reduced the density of subordinates (Sp. 2) in the primary
habitat (A) and even eliminated the subordinate's exclusive associafion with this habitat at
higher interspecific densities (i.e., the loss of region EI; Fig. 5.2D). Although competifion
altered the degree of coexistence at all combinations of species-density, it did not prevent
coexistence from occurring in either habitat.
Divergent Population Regulation
Interspecific competition may alter the quality of habitats so that the distribution of
species changes between habitats, but for two species expressing shared preferences and
divergent population regulation, competitive pressure had little impact on the pattem of
habitat use by either a dominant or subordinate species (Fig. 5.3). Even strong
interspecific competition did not affect the pattem of coexistence (Fig. 5.4), as it did under
parallel population regulation. At most, strong competitive impacts combined with
increasing interspecific density produced erratic changes in selectivity for a subordinate
competitor (species 2; Figs. 5.3E, G), thus resulting in habitat associations that fluctuated
widely at low population densities.
Additionally, under relatively weak interspecific competition, the locations and
slopes of the isolegs were independent of interspecific density. Because the intercept of
each species-specific isoleg occurred at a density of one, species demonstrated highly
restricted selectivity for the primary habitat (Ajj = 1.0). Interestingly, under relatively
strong interspecific competition, the isoleg of the subordinate species (Sp. 2) is not
continuous (Figs. 5.4C, D). At a population density of N2 = 1, the density of interspecific
competitors (N,) is critical to determining whether species 2 favors the altemate habitat
(B; Aj2 = 0) or the primary habitat (A, Ajj = 1). However, this neither implies that at higher
intraspecific densities species 2 will have a strict association with habitat B or that the
species will cease to use habitat A. The location of isolegs in density-state space defined
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Figure 5.2. Isoleg plots for two species expressing parallel population regulation
and shared preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3:
C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, aix = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared
preference for habitat A and a secondary preference for habitat B. The isoleg of
species 1 is black, and that of species 2 is grey.
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Figure 5.3. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent population
regulation and shared preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. The isoleg of
species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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Figure 5.4. Isoleg plots for two species expressing divergent population regulation
and shared preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and an = 0.3: B. a2i = 0.3 and an = 0.3:
C, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; Z). a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared
preference for habitat A and a secondary preference for habitat B. The isoleg of
species 1 is black, and that of species 2 is grey.
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only one region of behavior with respect to habitat selection, region IV (Figs. 5.4A-D).
Thus, coexistence occurred in both habitats at all combinations of density.
Divergent Maintained Population Regulation
Interspecific competition decreased the disparity in quality between habitats, so that
when compared to situations w ithout interspecific competition, individuals utilized the
altemate habitat at lower intraspecific densities as interspecific density increased (Fig. 5.5).
At low levels of interspecific competition (a^^j < 0.3). the pattem of habitat use changed
little with increasing densities of interspecific competitors (Figs. 5.5B-D), especially for a
dominant species (i.e.. Sp. 1: Figs. 5.5F, H). Nonetheless, as the strength of interspecific
competition increased, the area of the Ajj = 1.0 plateau decreased markedly for the
subordinate species (Figs. 5.5C-H) and increased for the dominant. The surface of the
plots of habitat association also revealed changes in the pattem of habitat use by a target
species as a result of changes in habitat use by a competitor species (e.g., Sp. 1:
Fig. 5.5B). For values of Aj, < 1.0, two surfaces are apparent on the surface plot of
habitat association (Figs. 5.5B-D): the boundaries of these planes coincide with the location
of the competitor's isoleg (Sp. 2).
The isolegs resulting from these simulations are not consistent w ith contemporar>'
isoleg theory (Rosenzweig 1985; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1997). Although isolegs
divided the density-state space into four regions (Figs. 5.6 A-D), no region w as
characterized by the subordinate (Sp. 2) having abandoned the primary habitat (A,. = 0).
Instead, the subordinate (Sp. 2) only decreased its association with habitat A (i.e.. regions
I and EI). Additionally, the results of these simulations demonstrated that the dominant
species (Sp. 1) did not increase its association with habitat A, as predicted by isoleg theory.
Moreover, for both species, interspecific competiti\'e pressure had no effect on the
distribution of a target species once the densities of the competitor exceeded its isoleg. For
example, at low interspecific densities, species 1 decreased its use of habitat A as the
density of species 2 increased (Fig. 5.6A). but when the density of species 2 exceeded its
isoleg. species 1 did not decrease further its use of habitat A. Thus, the slope of the isoleg
for a species is independent of interspecific density above this density threshold. As
competitive abilities changed, the pattem of coexistence also changed. At the highest level
of competitive pressure (o^^ = 0.9). region EI virtually disappeared, indicating that
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Figure 5.5. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent maintained
population regulation and shared preference organization. Species 2 is presented in
the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and
ai2= 0.3; CandD, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; £^andF, a2i = 0.6 and an =0.3; Gand//.
a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. The
isoleg of species 1 is black and that of species 2 isoleg is grey.
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Figure 5.6. Isoleg plots for two species expressing divergent maintained population
regulation and shared preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3: B, aii = 0.3
and a n = 0.3; C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2
have a shared preference for habitat A and a secondary preference for habitat B. The
isoleg of species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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species 2 greatly reduced use of habitat A. Therefore, strong interspecific competition
against a subordinate species can promote decreased association with the primary habitat,
by reducing quality in this habitat.
Convergent Population Regulation
Convergent population regulation arises when fitness among habitats converges as
intraspecific density increases (Fig. I.ID; Table 2.1). Interspecific competition further
decreased fitness in the primary habitat of a target species, which responded by increasing
use of the altemate habitat at lower intraspecific densities (Figs. 5.7B-H). At low levels of
interspecific competition (a^^- < 0.3), the pattem of habitat use changed little from when
interspecific competition was absent, especially for a dominant competitor (i.e., Sp. 1;
Fig. 5.7F, H). As the strength of interspecific competition increased, the area of the
plateau (Aj2 = 1.0) decreased markedly for the subordinate species (Figs. 5.7E, G) so that
strong interspecific competition (a2, = 0.9) curtailed the subordinate's (Sp. 2) use of
habitat A at all but the lowest intra- and interspecific densities. However, the distribution
of species 1 was relatively unaffected by the presence of species 2 in habitat A (Fig. 5.7H).
The weak competitive ability (a,2 = 0.3) of species 2 prevented it from having a substantial
impact on the distribution of the dominant species.
Convergent population regulation produced characteristic isolegs for species
expressing distinct preferences (Fig. 4.8), but not for species expressing shared
preferences (Fig. 5.8). In fact, the isolegs in this set of simulations were similar in shape
to those obtained for other models of population regulation under shared preferences
(e.g.. Figs. 5.2, 5.6, etc.). Species decreased their selectivity (i.e., negatively sloped
isolegs) for the primary habitat at relatively low densities of interspecific competitors, but at
high interspecific densities, species no longer responded to interspecific pressure
(i.e., isolegs were perpendicular to their respective axes). The isolegs identified four
regions in density-state space that varied in size with the strength of interspecific
competition (Figs. 5.8). As the magnitude of competition increased, regions E and IV
increased, and regions I and EI decreased. This was because interspecific pressure in the
primary habitat increased the density-dependent impact on fitness for species 2. Species 2
responded by using habitat B at lower intraspecific densities to avoid competitive pressure.
At the highest level of competitive impact (a2, = 0.9; Fig. 5.8D), region IE disappeared
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Figure 5.7. Habitat association plots for two species expressing convergent
population regulation and shared preference organization. Species 2 is presented
in the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, aii = 0
and a n = 0.3; CandD, a2i = 0.3 and a n = 0.3; E andF, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3;
G and H, a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for
habitat A. The isoleg of species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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Figure 5.8. Isoleg plots for two species expressing convergent population regulation
and shared preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and a n = 0.3;
C, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; A a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared
preference for habitat A and a secondary preference for habitat B. The isoleg of
species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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from density-state space, and species 2 ceased to exhibit strict association with the primary
habitat at all but the lowest intra- and interspecific densities. Coexistence in both habitats
was maintained by shared preferences and convergent population regulation.
Crossover Population Regulation
In the absence of interspecific competition and at low intraspecific densities,
individuals of species 2 resided in habitat A (Aj2 = 1.0; Fig. 5.9A). As intraspecific density
increased, the index of habitat association for this species declined below 0.5, indicating a
switch in primary habitat association — a switch from habitat A to habitat B. This pattem
of habitat use was expected under crossover population regulation, because the altemate
habitat of a species becomes the higher quality habitat as intraspecific density increases.
However, interspecific competition altered the distribution of individuals so that both
species further decreased their association with the primary habitat (Figs. 5.9B-H).
As compared to that of distinct preference community organization (Figs. 4.9 and
4.10), interspecific competition under shared preference community organization did little
to alter the pattem of habitat use. Depending on the relative competitive abilities of the two
species, a dominant competitor may substantially impact the distribution of a subordinate
species. When the competitive ability of the dominant was strong compared to the
subordinate, the distribution of the dominant was less affected by the presence of the
subordinate. For example, when a2, = 0.9 and a,2 = 0.3, the pattern of habitat use for
species 1 essentially was the same as in the absence of interspecific competition
(Fig. 5.9H). Moreover, species 1 demonstrated a strict association with the primary habitat
across a range of species-density combinations. In contrast, interspecific competition
prevented species 2 from having a strict association with habitat A, except at the lowest
densities of interspecific competitors (Figs. 5.9G).
Under crossover population regulation, the isolegs divided density-state space into
four regions (Fig. 5.10). As the magnitude of interspecific competition increased, region
IE decreased in area, disappearing at the highest level of competitive ability. Thus, species
2 substantially reduced its use of habitat A to avoid interspecific impacts. This change in
the pattem of habitat use decreased the overall degree of coexistence in habitat A. Unlike
distinct preference organization (Fig. 4.10), the pattern of coexistence generated by
crossover regulation was not affected by changes in species-
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Figure 5.9. Habitat association plots for two species expressing crossover population
regulation and shared preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3:
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. The isoleg of
species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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Figure 5.10. Isoleg plots for two species expressing crossover population regulation
and shared preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3;
C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared
preference for habitat A and a secondary preference for habitat B. The isoleg of
species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey.
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specific habitat associations. Instead, shared preferences prevented either species from
capitalizing on changes in primary habitat associations, and coexistence occurred in both
habitats at all combinations of species density.
Integrated Habitat Association Results and Discussion
In the absence of interspecific competition, integrated habitat association ranged
from 0.59 (crossover regulation) to 0.88 (divergent maintained regulation; Table 5.1;
see also Chapter IE), but as the strength of interspecific competition increased, integrated
association decreased. Integrated habitat association decreases as individuals become less
selective of the primary habitat. In the case of shared preferences, the impacts of
interspecific competition were strongest in the primary habitat; therefore, each species
decreased use of this habitat to avoid interspecific competition. Although both species had
a lower integrated association when experiencing interspecific competition, the degree of
impact on integrated association depended on the competitive ability of each species.
Interspecific competition had less impact on the distribution of the dominant species than
the subordinate. Moreover, as the competitive ability of the dominant species increased,
more individuals of this species resided in the primary habitat at high densities, and
integrated habitat association increased relative to weaker competitive scenarios under the
same pattem of population regulation (Table 5.1).
For example, under parallel population regulation and in the absence of interspecific
competition, I^j = 0.76 for both species. But, when species 2 was the dominant competitor
(a,2 = 0.3), this value decreased to 0.71 for species 1, indicating decreased use of habitat
A. This was because the presence of species 2 in habitat A decreased fitness for species 1.
so that the altemate habitat (B) became relatively more profitable at higher intraspecific
densities. However, under symmetrical competition, species 1 was able to effectively
compete (02, = 0.3) with species 2 and thus had a higher values of integrated habitat
association (I^, = 0.72) than when it lacked competitive ability. Integrated habitat
association for species 1 continued to increase as its competitive ability increased
(a2, = 0.6 then 0.9) so that at the highest level of competitive dominance, I^, = 0.75.
Throughout this suite of competitive scenarios, species 1 became a stronger competitor and
species 2 a weaker competitor. As a result, integrated habitat association for species 2
progressively decreased.
In the absence of interspecific competition, the values of integrated habitat
association varied between population regulation scenarios due to intrinsic differences in
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habitat quality. But within each population regulation scenario, interspecific competition
produced a pattern of change in integrated habitat association similar to that for parallel
population regulation. However, divergent and crossover population regulation presented
unique cases, which are discussed in detail. Under divergent population regulation,
integrated habitat association decreased shghtiy for each species due to interspecific
competition (Table 5.1); but the change was minimal compared to parallel population
regulation. Species 2 showed a greater decrease in integrated habitat association than
species 1, because of its subordinate status and fluctuating distribution pattem (Figs.
5.3.E, G). However, because both species exhibited shared preferences and coexisted in
both habitats when Nj > 1, integrated habitat association for the dominant competitor did
not change as its competitive ability increased.
Crossover population regulation is similar to the other scenarios in that:
(1) interspecific competition reduced integrated habitat association for both species,
especially the subordinate species, and (2) strong competitive ability in a dominant species
increased its integrated habitat association relative to the subordinate. However, the values
of integrated habitat association obtained for species experiencing crossover regulation
were lower than those obtained from other forms of population regulation (Table 5.1),
because species switched habitat associations at high population densities.
Conclusions
This chapter addressed habitat selection for two competing species exhibiting
shared preferences for two habitats. Model output demonstrated the effects of interspecific
competition on pattems of habitat selection and coexistence for species experiencing
different types of population regulation. The results are not representative necessarily of
interference competition, rather the impact of the competitor was depicted by constant
coefficients and increasing densities of competitors. Moreover, neither species possessed a
trade-off between competitive ability and foraging ability.
It has been suggested that competing species should enhance the selection of
habitats by a target species (i.e., increased use of the primary habitat; Brown and
Rosenzweig 1986; Rosenzweig 1981, 1985; Schoener et al. 1979; Vandermeer 1972);
however, this was shown to be tme more for competitors exhibiting distinct preference
organization (Chapter IV). Contrary to contemporary isoleg theory, increased selectivity
for the primary habitat was not observed for a dominant (or a subordinate) species
expressing shared preferences. Isoleg analysis predicts increased selectivity by a positively
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sloped isoleg, but the pattem of habitat selection produced by the two-species model for
shared preferences demonstrated that neither species had a positively sloped isoleg (Figs.
4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.10). Because the density-dependent effects of interspecific
competition were strongest in the primary habitat, the presence of intra- and interspecific
competitors did not promote increased use of the primary habitat by either species.
However, having a stronger competitive ability enabled a species to suppress the impacts of
a competitively weaker species. When the competitive abiUty of a dominant species was
appreciably greater, the resulting isoleg for that species paralleled the subordinate's density
axis indicating that the presence of subordinate individuals had no affect the distribution of
the dominant species (Fig. 4.1 ID).
Although a subordinate species reduced its association with the primary habitat as
competitive pressure increased, it did not abandon this habitat entirely. These results are
inconsistent with the predictions of contemporary isoleg theory, which states that a
subordinate species should abandon the primary habitat in response to increasing
interspecific competitive pressure (Abramsky et al. 1994; Rosenzweig 1985; Rosenzweig
and Abramsky 1997). However, because the two species expressed shared preferences for
the same habitats and the dominant species was a superior competitor in both habitats, the
subordinate species had no advantage in either habitat. As a result, the subordinate
dispersed among habitats in response to the distribution of the dominant.
Recall that the parameter values specified in Chapter II (Table 2.1) defined five
types of population regulation which represent five different strengths of relative habitat
qualities. The behaviors described above were consistent across each of these pattems of
population regulation (Fig. 5.11), regardless of the differences in relative habitat quality.
Moreover, under shared preferences, interspecific competition had little impact on the shape
and placement of isolegs. At most, it reduced the density of the subordinate in the primary
habitat (Fig. 5.11); whereas, competition substantially altered the pattem of coexistence for
species with distinct preferences, especially for species experiencing divergent or divergent
maintained population regulation (Fig. 4.11). For shared preference organization,
competition did not reduce coexistence, nor did it create new regions of behavior in
density-state space (i.e., region V of Fig. 4.10). Competition merely altered the relative
distribution of competitors between habitats. Specifically, the distribution of individuals
was a function of the relative impact of interspecific competitors and the type of population
regulation (i.e., relative difference in intrinsic habitat quality).
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Integrated habitat association reflects changes in habitat use and provides a means
of examining theses changes as a result of differences in habitat quality. When habitats are
similar in quality, integrated habitat association should be low. When a large difference in
quality exists between habitats, integrated habitat association should be high. For two
species expressing shared preferences, the distribution of individuals, as quantified by
integrated habitat association (Table 5.1), changed predictably in response to intrinsic
differences in habitat quality between each of the five types of population regulation.
Indeed, integrated habitat association was highest for divergent maintained regulation (the
most disparate of habitats) and much lower for convergent regulation (Table 5.1).
Crossover population regulation is unique in that individuals switch their primary habitat
associations; in this case, integrated habitat association approximated 0.6 in the absence of
interspecific competition, indicating more equal use of both habitats. Interspecific
competition reduced the disparity in quality between habitats so that individuals more
readily used their altemate habitat when faced with competitors. This behavior resulted in
values of integrated habitat association that were lower than those obtained from
competitors expressing distinct preferences. Nonetheless, the dominant species
strengthened its association (I^, increased) with the primary habitat as its competitive ability
increased, while the subordinate reduced its association (1^2 decreased) with the primary
habitat to reduce interspecific competition (Table 5.1).
Contemporary isoleg theory predicts that both species should exhibit increased
selectivity for one of the available habitats as competitor density increases (Rosenzweig and
Abramsky 1997). The pattems of habitat selection described in this chapter do not concur
with current theory. In fact, only one result is consistent, that in which the subordinate
decreases use of the primary habitat. Otherwise, the dominant did not increase use of the
primary habitat in response to interspecific competition—but rather reduced its use, and
the subordinate did not under any circumstances develop an exclusive association with the
altemate habitat. Presumably, these discrepancies are a consequence of differing
assumptions. As previously stated, this study did not incorporate an assumption of tradeoff in competitive ability (nor did it explicitiy incorporate interference competition). Studies
of shared preferences do not have to incorporate a trade-off assumption; it is possible for a
dominant and subordinate to coexist when the subordinate is a weaker competitor in both
habitats (Fig. 5.11). In fact, it is unclear whether or not shared preference organization has
been tested using organisms that demonstrate trade-offs in competitive dominance versus
foraging ability between habitats (Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986; Rosenzweig and
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Abramsky 1997), and yet, behavioral evidence suggests the pattems of coexistence
predicted by isoleg theory (Abramsky et al. 1994; Rosenzweig 1986; Rosenzweig and
Abramsky 1997; Ziv et al. 1993).
One explanation for this apparent consistency between empirical data and theory is a
violation of assumptions. Contemporary theory assumes a system in which trade-offs exist
and access to resources (i.e. other habitats) is limited. However, studies have collected
data from organisms that do not necessarily exhibit a trade-off in competitive ability, but
rather have access to additional resources (habitats; Pimm et al. 1985: Rosenzweig and
Abramsky 1997). Inadvertentiy, these studies documented pattems of habitat selection and
tested for shared preferences in systems with uncontrolled habitats, some of which may
have served as potential refuges for subordinates (Pimm et al. 1985; Abramsky et al.
1994). Therefore, in the absence of trade-offs, it may be possible to obtain the behaviors
observed in empirical studies if organisms use additional (refuge) habitats (see Chapter VI).
Another explanation that is equally likely to have produced pattems of coexistence for
organisms expressing shared preferences include temporal partitioning of resources (Kotler
et al. 1993; Ziv et al. 1993) by competing species.
Pattems of coexistence that concur with isoleg theory for shared preference
community organization may be obtained from this model if: (1) the dominant species has
a trade-off in competitive ability between habitats or (2) habitat selection is modeled in a
system which offers refuge habitats. Competitive trade-offs are not addressed in this
smdy, but the following chapter (Chapter VI) examines a system in which centrifugal
community organization offers a more realistic, but complex, arrangement of preferences
by allowing competitors to have distinct secondary preferences and thus a refuge from
competitors.
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CHAPTER VI
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION —
CENTRIFUGAL PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
Communities typically comprise many species, each potentially using many habitat
types (Rosenzweig 1981). In a simple community of two species occupying two habitats,
habitat preferences are arranged as distinct or shared. But for two species occupying three
or more habitats, preferences may be arranged as distinct, shared, or a combination of the
two — centrifugal community organization. Preferences are centrifugal when two species
express a shared preference for their primary habitat but distinct preferences for altemate
habitats (Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986). For example, if species 1 and species 2 utilize
habitats A, B, and C, the centrifugal model requires that if species 1 prefers habitat A, then
species 2 also prefers habitat A, but if species 1 has a secondary preference for habitat B,
species 2 must have a secondary preference for habitat C. This chapter focuses on habitat
selection in a community of competitors organized by centrifugal preferences. The intent is
to investigate how pattems of coexistence might be further altered by the addition of a third
habitat.
Note: Contemporary isoleg theory assumes the same arrangement of primary and
secondary preferences described above, but also includes tertiary preferences in which
species 1 uses habitat C and species 2 uses habitat B. Thus, the analysis predicts two
behavioral shifts and two isolegs for each species (Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986).
Because this study does not include tertiary preferences, the expected results will differ
from the predictions for centrifugal preferences, but should do so only with respect to the
second set of isolegs.
Isoleg Results and Discussion
Parallel Population Regulation
Interspecific competition changed the quality of habitats so that individuals adjusted
their distribution to account for the presence of interspecific competitors. When
competitive impacts were relatively weak (Fig. 6.1B-D), a target species (i.e., Sp. 2)
decreased its selectivity for the primary habitat (A) in favor of using both habitats
opportunistically (Aj2 < 1.0; Fig. 6.1B-D). Hence, the area of the Aj2 = 1.0 plateau
contracted as interspecific density increased. Under strong interspecific competition.
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Figure 6.1. Habitat association plots for two species expressing parallel population
regulation and centrifugal preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and 5, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; G and //, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has
a secondary preference for habitat B, and species 2 has a secondary preference for
habitat C. The isoleg of species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey. Species 2
also has a 100% isoleg that is light grey. Figures E and G are rotated clockwise to
show the Ai = 0 trough.
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a dominant species (Sp. 1) excluded a subordinate (Sp. 2) from the primary habitat
(Fig. 6. IE, G). This behavior appeared as a trough on the curve of habitat association and
is delimited by a 100% isoleg where Aj2 = 0. In this region, all individuals of species 2
reside in their altemate habitat (Q. The dominant species successfully excluded the
subordinate from habitat A for two reasons: both species had a shared preference for
habitat A and species 2 was able to escape interspecific competition by migrating into
habitat C. As a result, species 2 switched its primary association to habitat C and
abandoned habitat A altogether. In general, changes in the surface plot of habitat
association indicated that species exhibited decreased selectivity and overall use
(i.e., decreased values of integrated habitat association) of the primary habitat as
interspecific competition increased.
The distribution pattem for two competing species organized by centrifugal
preferences is complex and depends greatly on the relative strength of competitors and the
population size of each (Fig. 6.2). Under centrifugal preferences, only habitat A is shared;
coexistence does not occur in any other habitat. Moreover, because both species preferred
habitat A, coexistence occurred in this habitat under most conditions, except under strong
interspecific competition. Strong competitive pressure produced another region of behavior
in density-state space (region V; Figs. 6.2C, D). In region V, the dominant species (Sp. 1)
has a high population density and occupies both habitats A and B, but the subordinate (Sp.
2), which has a low population density, occupies only habitat C. By restricting itself to the
poorer habitat (C), the subordinate avoided interspecific competition.
Divergent Population Regulation
Unlike the pattem of habitat use exhibited by species having distinct preferences
and divergent population regulation, interspecific competition did not promote exclusive
use of the primary habitat (Ajj = 1.0; Fig. 4.3), but rather exclusive use of the altemate
habitat (Ajj = 0; Fig. 6.3). Because both species had a shared preference for habitat A,
interspecific competition decreased the quality of the primary habitat relative to the altemate
habitat, and species switched habitat associations (A^ < 0.5) to avoid interspecific impacts.
Under strong competitive pressure, both species demonstrated an exclusive association
with the altemate habitat (A,; = 0) which increased as the strength of interspecific
competition increased (Fig 6.3B-H).
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Figure 6.2. Isoleg plots for two species expressing parallel population regulation
and centrifugal preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and
ai2= 0.3; C, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have
a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has a secondary preference for habitat B,
and species 2 has a secondary preference for habitat C. The isoleg of species 1 is
black and that of species 2 is grey.
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Figure 6.3. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent population
regulation and centrifugal preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
colunm, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has
a secondary preference for habitat B, and species 2 has a secondary preference for
habitat C. The 0% isoleg of species 2 is grey. The 100% isolegs of species 1 and
species 2 are light grey.
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In the absence of interspecific competition, a 0% isoleg identifies a threshold of
behavior at which a species no longer associates exclusively with the primary habitat
(Aji < 1.0; Fig. 3.4C) as a result of reduced fitness due to increased intraspecific density.
Interspecific competition not only changes the pattern of habitat use, thereby shifting this
threshold of behavior, but also produces 100% isolegs for species that demonstrate an
exclusive association with their alternate habitat. These isolegs may be used in the same
manner as 0% isolegs to interpret changes in behavior and to predict patterns of
coexistence. In Fig. 6.4A, the competitive impact of species 2 restricted species 1 to its
altemate habitat, thus creating a 100% isoleg and defining another region (VI) in densitystate space. In this region, species 1 resides exclusively in habitat B and species 2 resides
in habitats A and C. Another region (V) emerged when both species exerted competitive
abilities (Fig. 6.4B-D). In region V, species 1 resides in habitat A and B, and species 2
resides in habitat C. Under divergent population regulation, interspecific competition
created regions in density-state space in which coexistence was not possible, because
species segregated into their altemate habitats in response to competitive pressure.
Divergent Maintained Population Regulation
The presence of interspecific competitors in the primary habitat reduced the quality
of this habitat, resulting in decreased selectivity and overall use of this habitat (Fig. 6.5).
Under strong interspecific competition and at low population densities, the subordinate
species abandoned the primary habitat (Aj2 = 0; Fig. 6.5E, G). As a result, this behavior
eliminated coexistence for all combinations of density lying within region V
(Figs. 6.6C, D). In region V, species 1 is abundant and occupies both habitats A and B; in
contrast, species 2 is excluded from habitat A and occupies only habitat C. Thus, strong
interspecific competition reduced coexistence, favoring strict association with the altemate
habitat by the subordinate species.
Convergent Population Regulation
Convergent population regulation arises when habitats become more similar in
quality as total density increases (Fig. LID; Table 2.1). The impact of a competing species
reduces the quality of the primary habitat even further so that the Ajj = 1.0 plateau contracts
(Figs. 6.7B-H). For a subordinate species (Sp. 2; Figs. 6.7E, G), intraspecific and
interspecific impacts promote increased use of the altemate habitat (Aj2 < 1.0). Under
strong interspecific impacts, the subordinate preferentially selects the altemate habitat
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Figure 6.4. Isoleg plots for two species expressing divergent population regulation
and centrifugal preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B, an = 0.3 and
ai2= 0.3; C, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; D, a2i = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have
a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has a secondary preference for habitat B,
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a dark grey. The 0% isoleg of species 2 is dark grey, but the 100% isoleg is light
grey.
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Figure 6.5. Habitat association plots for two species expressing divergent maintained
population regulation and centrifugal preference organization. Species 2 is presented
in the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, ai] = 0 and
ai2= 0.3; CandZ), a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; £^andF, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; G and//,
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Species 1 has a secondary preference for habitat B, and species 2 has a secondary
preference for habitat C. The isoleg of species 1 is black. The 0% isoleg of species 2
is grey, and the 100% isoleg is light grey. Figures E and G are rotated clockwise to
show the Ai=0 trough.
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Figure 6.6. Isoleg plots for two species expressing divergent maintained population
regulation and centrifugal preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B. an = 0.3
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Figure 6.7. Habitat association plots for two species expressing convergent population
regulation and centrifugal preference organization. Species 2 is presented in the left
column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3;
C and D, a2i = 0.3 and ai2= 0.3; E and F, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; G and H, a2i = 0.9
and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has
a secondary preference for habitat B, and species 2 has a secondary preference for
habitat C. The isoleg of species 1 is black and that of species 2 is grey. Species 2
also has a 100% isoleg that is light grey. Figures E and G are rotated clockwise to
show the Al = 0 trough.
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(Aj2 = 0). Isolegs are similar to those produced for parallel and divergent maintained
population regulation (Fig. 6.8), except that region V is considerably larger under strong
interspecific competition (Fig. 6.8D).
Crossover Population Regulation
The pattem of habitat selection and resulting isolegs observed for crossover
population regulation are similar to the pattems observed for parallel, divergent maintained,
and convergent regulation. Because both species utilized distinct altemate habitats, each
decreased their association with the primary habitat as interspecific impacts increased.
Under strong interspecific competition, the subordinate demonstrated a strict association
with its altemate habitat (Aj2 = 0; Fig. 6.9G), as a result of competitive impacts in the
primary habitat and a change in habitat association due to crossover regulation.
However, it is important to note that although both species have an intrinsic
preference for habitat A, due to crossover regulation, changes in density alter primary
habitat associations so that species sometimes demonstrate distinct preferences (Fig. 6.10;
see also Chapter IE). In the case of centrifugal preferences, crossover population
regulation causes species to express distinct primary habitat associations for a wide range
of species-density combinations (quadrats B - D; Fig. 6.10). The result is that species
demonstrate stronger associations with their altemate habitats than under other pattems of
population regulation (see below). In general, crossover regulation, like the other models
of population regulation, combined with strong interspecific competition reduced
coexistence and favored selection of the altemate habitat by the subordinate species
(Fig. 6.11).
Integrated Habitat Association Results and Discussion
In the absence of interspecific competition, integrated habitat association ranged
from 0.59 (crossover regulation) to 0.88 (divergent maintained regulation; Table 6.1: see
also Chapter EI), but under the influence of interspecific competition, integrated habitat
association decreased. As previously discussed, integrated habitat association decreases
when species decrease use of the primary habitat. In the case of centrifugal preferences,
both species have a shared preference for the primary habitat and share only this habitat.
Therefore, the impacts of interspecific competitors were present only in the primary habitat,
and the primary habitat became less profitable at higher intra- and interspecific densities.
This was especially tme for subordinate competitors. However, because the distribution of
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Figure 6.8. Isoleg plots for two species expressing convergent population regulation
and centrifugal preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and a n = 0.3; B, a2i = 0.3 and
ai2= 0.3; C, a2i = 0.6 and a n = 0.3; A CX21 = 0.9 and a n = 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have
a shared preference for habitat A. Species 1 has a secondary preference for habitat 5,
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Figure 6.9. Habitat association plots for competing species expressing crossover
population regulation and centrifugal preference organization. Species 2 is presented
in the left column, and species 1 is presented in the right column. A and B, aix = 0 and
a n = 0.3; CandD, a2i = 0.3 and a n =0.3; Fand F, a2i = 0.6 and ai2= 0.3; Gand//,
a2i = 0.9 and ai2= 0.3. Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A.
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preference for habitat C. The isoleg of species 1 is black. The isoleg of species 2
is grey, and its 100% isoleg is light grey. Figures F and G are rotated clockwise to
show the Ai = 0 trough.
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a dominant competitor was less affected by a subordinate competitor, integrated habitat
association increased for the dominant species as its competitive ability increased (see
Chapter V).
A value of integrated habitat association less than 0.5 indicates that a species uses
the altemate habitat more often than the primary habitat over all combinations of speciesdensity. Compared to other models of community organization, low values of integrated
habitat association were expected for competing species arranged by centrifugal preferences
(Table 6.1), because interspecific competitors used distinct alternate habitats. This was not
the expectation for distinct or shared preference community organization in which interspecific competitors were able to use the same habitats (Tables 4.1 and 5.1, respectively).
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Figure 6.10. Isoleg plot demonstrating changes in habitat
association as a result of crossover population regulation.
Species-specific isolegs are represented by the grey lines.
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Species 1 and 2 have a shared preference for habitat A. In quadrat
A, species 1 and 2 are more strongly associated with habitat A. In
quadrat B, species 1 is associated more with habitat A and species
2 with habitat C. In quadrat C, species 1 is associated more with
habitat B and species 2 with habitat C. In quadrat D, species 1 is
associated more with habitat B and species 2 with habitat A.
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Figure 6.11. Isoleg plots for two species expressing crossover population regulation
and centrifugal preference organization. A, a2i = 0 and ai2= 0.3; B, an = 0.3 and
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Although values of integrated habitat association differed between population
regulation scenarios due to intrinsic differences in habitat quality, interspecific competition
produced a similar change in overall habitat association (I^) for parallel, divergent,
divergent maintained, convergent, and crossover population regulation. However,
integrated habitat association under crossover population regulation was lower than the
other scenarios (Table 6.1), because (1) species switched their primary association to the
altemate habitat when at high population densities and (2) species experienced no
interspecific competition in their altemate habitats. Specifically, integrated habitat
association decreased greatiy for the subordinate species as it responded to strong
interspecific pressure (e.g., the progressive exclusion of species 2 from habitat A).
Conclusions
This chapter addressed habitat selection in a community of two competing species
exhibiting centrifugal community organization (i.e., species having shared primary
preferences and distinct secondary preferences). Tertiary preferences were not specified,
and neither species utilized the altemate habitat of its competitor. Thus, the stated
conclusions are compared only to the predictions regarding the first set of isolegs described
by Rosenzweig and Abramsky (1986). Model output demonstrated the effects of
interspecific competition on pattems of habitat selection for two competing species and
evaluated the potential for coexistence under different types of population regulation. The
distribution pattems generated by this model are consistent with the predictions of isoleg
theory for centrifugal preferences in that interspecific competition promotes increased use
of altemate habitats (Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986). Under centrifugal organization,
the impacts of interspecific competition were strongest in the primary habitat (A). Hence,
both species increased use of alternate habitats (B and C) as interspecific competition
increased. This was especially tme for a subordinate species. Dominant competitors (Sp.
1) responded to the exodus of subordinates (Sp. 2) from the primary habitat (A) by
remaining more in habitat A.
The parameter values specified in Chapter II (Table 2.1) defined five types of
population regulation that represent five different strengths of relative habitat qualities.
However, the way interspecific competition impacts coexistence under centrifugal
community organization differs from that under distinct preferences (Chapter IV). For this
model, we expect competition to have a greater influence on distributions among habitats of
similar rather than disparate quality. Although species demonstrate a stronger association
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with higher quality habitats when there is a large difference in quality, interspecific
competition decreases the disparity between habitats (by reducing the quality of the primary
habitat). Therefore, interspecific competition should have a greater impact on coexistence
when habitats are similar in quality, because species will more readily use their alternate
habitat. Although the pattem of coexistence, under centrifugal preferences, is similar
among all but divergent population regulation (i.e.. Fig. 6.12A), the degree of coexistence
varied. For example, strong interspecific competition substantially reduced coexistence
(i.e., enlarged region V; Fig. 6.12C, D) under convergent regulation (similar habitats), but
minimally reduced coexistence when the habitats were largely different in quality
(i.e., divergent maintained regulation).
Exclusive associations with altemate habitats (A,j = 0) was illustrated by 100%
isolegs and resulted in new regions in density-state space (i.e., regions V and VI). 100%
isolegs typically emerge for a subordinate species (Sp. 2) experiencing strong interspecific
competition (Fig. 6.12C, D). However, under divergent population regulation (Fig. 6.12).
100% isolegs appeared for both a subordinate and dominant species. Contemporary isoleg
theory does not predict exclusive use of alternate habitats for either species, nor does it
predict reduced coexistence. Instead, the theory predicts that each species will
progressively expand its range to encompass new habitats as competitive pressure increases
(Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986). Nonetheless, these results have shown that centrifugal
preferences can provide species with the option to select altemate habitats lacking
interspecific competitors. As a result, regardless of population regulation, individuals
retreat to altemate habitats to avoid increasing competitive pressures; consequentiy,
coexistence is reduced.
Integrated habitat association most clearly reflected changes in habitat association
corresponding to changes in quality between pairs of habitats. Of the five population
regulation models examined, integrated habitat association varied consistently according to
the relative disparity in habitat quality (Table 6.1). Integrated habitat association was
highest for divergent maintained regulation (the most disparate of habitats) and lowest for
convergent regulation (the most similar of habitats). Crossover population regulation was
unique in that both species switched their primary association to the altemate habitat, thus
integrated habitat association approximated 0.5. Additionally, interspecific competition
lowered integrated habitat association, especially for the subordinate species. In all cases,
except divergent maintained regulation, integrated habitat association indicated that, overall.
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the subordinate species switched its primary association to the altemate habitat (1^2 < 0-5)
under strong interspecific competition.
In this chapter, the simulated pattems of habitat selection have attributes that are
characteristic of both distinct and shared preferences. This is not surprising considering
that centrifugal preferences combine both types of community organization. The results of
this chapter conclude the results and discussions for each of the three patterns of
community organization modeled in this study. The closing chapter (Chapter VE)
summarizes conclusions from all simulations to provide an overview of how population
regulation and community organization interact to change pattems of coexistence.
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CHAPTER VE
PATTERNS OF COEXISTENCE —
SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS
Density-dependent habitat selection is central to issues in population, community,
and evolutionary ecology. Habitat selection influences the distribution of individuals as a
function of fitness, which minimally is related to resource quality, population density and
competitive interactions. Resulting distributions then give rise to pattems of coexistence
that define community stmcture and diversity. In time, habitat selection can alter
evolutionary trajectories by influencing rates of speciation as a consequence of natural
selection, genetic drift, and gene flow (Morris and Brown 1992; Holt 1987). The
preceding chapters have examined the consequences of altemative models of population
regulation on the distributions of competing species with respect to different models of
community organization. The focus has been to synthesize contemporary theories of
habitat selection (isodar and isoleg theory) to better understand the effects of interspecific
competition and habitat quality on species coexistence and community stmcture.
The model described in Chapter E expands the current models of isodar and isoleg
theories in that: (1) habitat and life-history characteristics determine individual fitness;
(2) fitness determines distribution pattems for interacting species; (3) model parameters
define species-specific ecological preferences which mimic pattems of population
regulation and community organization; and (4) the calculation of per capita growth rates
permits exploration of a minimal set of ecological and life-history strategies in the context
of habitat selection. The method of generating isolegs as contours of the proportionate use
of habitats (A,) elucidates mechanisms that influence pattems of species distributions.
More specifically, it is possible to identify and distinguish 100% isolegs from 0% isolegs.
To this point, current isoleg theory has been unclear in the distinction between these two
types of isolegs (Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986; Abramsky and Rosenzweig 1986).
This study has shown that isoleg diagrams have attributes that change with model
conditions, particularly population regulation and community organization. These
attributes apply to both 0% and 100% isolegs, and include the intercept of the isoleg on the
density axis, the slope of the isoleg in density-state space, and the location of intersecting
isolegs. Thus, by changing model parameters that represent habitat qualities or life-history
characteristics, it is possible to assess their influence on isolegs. The present model also
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expands the conceptual context of isoleg theory by providing a quantitative framework for
evaluating changes in habitat association as an integrated measure of habitat use (I^).
The Impact of Population Regulation on Habitat Use
Environmental heterogeneity affects patterns of habitat use by species. Similarly,
differences in habitat quality influence the degree to which competitive interactions among
species stmcture communities (Mitchell et al. 1990; Morris 1990). Pattems of population
regulation are characterized by differences in quality between pairs of habitats (Morris
1988) and can be manipulated via simulation to examine how the degree of heterogeneity
affects pattems of coexistence. Specifically, population regulation determines the density
(i.e., the intercept of an isoleg) at which species begin to use altemate habitats and the
manner in which they respond to interspecific competition. In this study, habitat qualities
are determined by maximum values of intrinsic fitness and population density, as well as
actual population density, where the relationship between fitness and density
(i.e., the slope of the line) represents a measure of the efficiency of resource utilization
(Morris 1988). For pairs of habitats, the relationship between fitness and density in each
habitat determines the degree to which habitats differ in quality. In the absence of
interspecific competition, population regulation has the same effect on species distributions
regardless of community organization (i.e., parallel population regulation. Chapter IE), but
interspecific competition alters habitat qualities so that the effect of population regulation is
dependent on the pattem of community organization (Figs. 7.1-7.5).
For distinct preference organization, broken-stick isolegs often emerged (Chapter
IV). For example, parallel regulation produced isolegs with positive slope at low
interspecific densities, indicating increased use of the primary habitat with increasing
interspecific density. Once the isolegs intersected in density-state space, the distributions
of individuals were no longer affected by interspecific density (Figs. 7.1 A-D), because
interspecific competitors resided in both habitats and the fitness-density relationship was
parallel in both habitats. For other population regulation scenarios, the slope of the isoleg
varied with the pattem of regulation (Figs. 7.2-7.5). For pairs of habitats that had
diverging relationships of fitness-density (Figs. LIB, C), isolegs had a positive slope,
indicating that use of primary habitats increased with interspecific competitive pressure
(Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). For habitats that had converging relationships of fitness-density
(Fig. LID), isolegs developed a negative slope at high interspecific densities, indicating
decreased use of the primary habitat (Figs. 7.4 and 7.5). Under strong
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competition; row C, asymmetrical competition; and row D, strong asymmetrical
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interspecific competition, 100% isolegs emerged in addition to 0% isolegs, indicating that
the target species changed from having a strict association with the primary habitat to
having a strict association with the altemate habitat.
For shared preference organization (Chapter V), population regulation had little
impact on the pattem of habitat use, except that difference in habitat quality determined the
density at which species began to use altemate habitats when exposed to interspecific
competition (i.e.. Fig. 5.12B, regions II and IE). Interspecific interactions were strongest
in the primary habitat; therefore, at low population densities, isolegs had negative slope
regardless of the type of population regulation. However, because species shared both
habitats, the distribution of individuals did not change once intraspecific densities exceeded
the competitor's isoleg. At this point, the resulting isoleg of a species was perpendicular to
its density axis. This behavior arose because interspecific competitors existed in both
habitats, and the target species was unable to improve fitness by changing its distribution
among habitats.
Species that are organized by centrifugal preferences have shared primary
preferences but distinct secondary preferences (Chapter VI). Hence, pattems of habitat use
had similarities to those of both distinct and shared preferences. Similar to the situation of
shared preferences, population regulation had little impact on the distribution of individuals
between habitats, except to determine the point at which species began to use altemate
habitats. Each species responded to interspecific competitors by increasing use of the
altemate habitat. The existence of distinct secondary preferences reduced interspecific
competitive pressure and further enhanced use of the altemate habitat by a target species.
The Impact of Community Organization on Coexistence
Community organization is determined by the arrangement of species-specific
ecological preferences which may inhibit or facilitate species coexistence (Pimm and
Rosenzweig 1981). Results of simulations show that community organization had a
significant impact on species distributions given particular combinations of population
regulation and strength of interspecific competition. Under parallel population regulation,
distinct preference organization fostered decreased coexistence between interspecific
competitors by increasing each species' use of their primary habitat (i.e., increases in
regions I, II and IE in Figs. 7.1 A-D and region VI in Figs. 7.IK, L). In contrast, shared
preference organization maintained coexistence in both habitats throughout density-state
space (i.e., regions I-IV in Fig. 7.1E-L) despite the fact that interspecific competition
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altered the distribution of individuals so that the subordinate species was less abundant in
the primary habitat (i.e., regions I, IE, and IV in Figs. 7.1I-L).
Divergent population regulation resulted in coexistence in both habitats at all
combinations of species-density in the absence of interspecific competition (Chapter IE) or
under shared preference community organization (Chapter V). However, distinct
preference organization had a profound effect on the pattem of coexistence between
interspecific competitors. This mode of community organization allows species to
specialize on different primary habitats thereby minimizing interspecific competition. For
example, strong interspecific competition restricted coexistence to only one of two habitats
(i.e., regions II or IE in Figs. 7.2C-D) or eliminated coexistence altogether (i.e., region I).
To a lesser extent, centrifugal preference organization reduced coexistence by restricting
interspecific interactions to the primary habitat of both species (i.e., region I in
Figs. 7.2I-L). Therefore, strict shared preference organization (Figs. 7.2E-H) provides
species with no means of avoiding interspecific competitors, because the interacting species
use the same habitats in a similar manner. Thus, coexistence is maintained at all
combinations of species-density.
The influence of community organization had a similar impact for species
experiencing divergent maintained population regulation (Fig. 7.3) and parallel population
regulation (Fig. 7.1). However, under divergent maintained population regulation,
interspecific competition combined with distinct preferences eliminated coexistence at high
population densities (i.e., the absence of region IV in Figs. 7.3C, D). The combination of
strong intra- and interspecific competition substantially reduced the quality of the altemate
habitat. In contrast, shared preferences had littie impact on coexistence in this model of
population regulation, except that fewer individuals of the subordinate species resided in
the primary habitat. Centrifugal preferences also had little impact on coexistence under
weak competitive pressure, but strong interspecific pressure reduced coexistence in the
primary habitat by restricting the subordinate species to its altemate habitat (Figs. 7.3K-L).
Convergent population regulation and crossover population regulation produced
similar pattems of coexistence for each of the three community organization scenarios
(Figs. 7.4, 7.5). As well, increasing similarity in habitat quality, due to increasing
population density, led to decreased use of the primary habitat. Although this behavior was
characteristic of shared preferences and centrifugal preferences under other models of
population regulation, it was not characteristic of distinct preferences. Therefore, if the
differences in habitat quality between habitats cause species to become less selective of the
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primary habitat as density increases, isolegs of negative slope may arise regardless of the
pattern of community organization. Moreover, such pattems of population regulation do
not have the same degree of impact on coexistence as other pattems. Comparatively,
competition in a distinct preference scenario minimally impacted coexistence under
convergent and crossover population regulation (Figs. 7.4A-D and 7.5A-D). But, under
crossover population regulation, the relative qualities of the two habitats changed with
intra- and interspecific impacts, so that distinct preferences also reduced coexistence in the
primary habitat of the subordinate species (i.e., region V in 7.5C, D). This was tme, as
well, for centrifugal preferences in which both species used distinct, altemate habitats
(Figs. 7.5I-L).
Generally, population regulation had a greater influence on the pattem of
coexistence when species expressed distinct preferences for particular habitat types or
resources than when they expressed shared preferences. Distinct preferences permit
species to specialize on different habitats thereby reducing competition and, coincidentally,
coexistence among competitors (Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981). But, this relationship
depends on the relative difference in quality between habitats and is enhanced further as the
magnitude of interspecific competition increases. Interspecific competition indirectly
increases the relative disparity between habitats by reducing the quality of the altemate
habitat. In contrast, differences in habitat quality have comparatively littie influence on
coexistence of species exhibiting shared preferences, because both species have the same
primary and secondary habitats. As such, interspecific competition does not increase the
quality of the primary habitat relative to the altemate, rather it decreases the quality of the
primary habitat. Consequently, the pattem of habitat use changes with competitive
pressure, but coexistence persists in both habitats. When species have centrifugal
preferences, interspecific competition decreases the quality of the primary habitat relative to
the altemate, and species respond by increasing use of their altemate habitats. Coexistence
is reduced, because the subordinate restricts itself to the altemate habitat.
Contemporarv Isoleg Theorv
Contemporary isoleg theory (Pimm et al. 1985; Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981;
Rosenzweig 1979, 1981, 1986, 1989; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986), offers several
generalities regarding coexistence among interacting species: (1) species-specific ecological
preferences determine the elementary pattem of coexistence for non-competing species.
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(2) interspecific competition reduces coexistence, and (3) dominant competitors restrict
subordinate competitors to lower quality habitats. Isoleg analysis assumes that increased
use of the primary habitat is captured by isolegs of positive slope, and decreased use is
captured by isolegs of negative slope. However, no predictions exist regarding the actual
location or shape of isolegs in density-state space (Pimm and Rosenzweig 1981). As a
consequence, predictions about the behavior of species and the relationship of interspecific
competitors are qualitative, or at best, semi-quantitative. In contrast, the model developed
in the present study establishes a quantitative basis for the rigorous evaluation of
interspecific interactions.
Isoleg theory is correct in that ecological preferences determine elementary pattems
of coexistence, but current methods have not provided a mechanism to explain the density
at which species exhibit threshold changes in behavior (i.e., the location of the isoleg
intercept). With one exception, Morris (1999) describes the relationship between isodars
and isolegs. He hints at the role of population regulation in controlling the intercept of
isolegs, but he does not explicitiy address how relative differences in habitat quality affect
the habitat selecting decisions of individuals. However, the present study shows that the
degree of coexistence is contingent upon the pattem of population regulation, because the
relative differences in habitat quality control the location of isolegs in density-state space
(Chapter IE). For example, under parallel population regulation and distinct preference
organization, habitats have different maximum fitnesses (i.e., for species 2, r^ = 0.68 and
rg = 1.0), but under divergent population regulation, habitats have the same value
(i.e., r^ = rg = 1.0). The difference in maximum intrinsic fitness between habitats,
combined with the relationship between maximum fitness and maximum population density
within a habitat, determines the intercept of an isoleg.
Isoleg theory is partly correct in its interpretation of the effects of interspecific
competition on the orientation of isolegs. For example, current theory predicts that under
distinct preference community organization species should have isolegs of positive slope.
However, species distributions resulting from convergent and crossover population
regulation produced isolegs that were of negative slope when interspecific competition was
strong (Figs. 4.8 and 4.10). Current theory does not predict such isolegs for species
expressing distinct preferences nor does it predict that a subordinate species will be
restricted to its altemate habitat (i.e., region V). This difference derives from the fact that
contemporary isoleg theory follows an assumption of one-to-one correspondence between
species densities and resource densities (Abramsky et al. 1990). The theory does not
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account for the influence of intrinsic habitat qualities on intraspecific distributions prior to
predicting the distributions resulting from interspecific competition.
This study also demonstrates that interspecific competition can give rise to brokenstick isolegs within some pattems of population regulation. When interspecific competitors
are present, fitness is a function of intra- and interspecific effects (Eq. 2.5, Chapter II); but,
when interspecific competition is absent (N^ = 0), fitness as determined by the LotkaVolterra equations reduces to the simple logistic growth equation. Thus, for a two-species,
two-habitat system, selection decisions by a species are determined by two of four possible
equations; fitness with or without interspecific competitors in the primary and altemate
habitats. When species reside in separate habitats, fitness for each species is based on
logistic growth. As density increases and species begin to use altemate habitats,
interspecific competition reduces fitness and alters selection decisions. Thus, when a
competing species changes its pattem of habitat use, a target species may exhibit a change
in behavior, which is demonstrated by a kink in its isoleg. This is why such kinks in
isolegs correspond to intersections with a competitor's isoleg. For example, in region I,
under parallel population regulation and distinct preference community organization
(Fig. 7.1 A), each species resides in a separate habitat and decisions are based on logistic
growth. But, in region II, species 2 uses both habitats, thus introducing interspecific
impacts on the fitness of species 1 in its primary habitat (A). As a result, species 1
demonstrates a change in behavior when species 2 begins to use habitat A.
Isoleg theory also predicts that interspecific competition reduces coexistence, but
this is tme only for species expressing a distinct preference for either a primary or
secondary habitat (Chapters IV and VI). In a distinct preference scenario, species typically
increase use of the primary habitat with increasing interspecific competition. However, if
other factors reduce the quality of the primary habitat relative to the secondary habitat, then
interspecific competition may lead to increased use of alternate habitats. For example,
under crossover population regulation, the relative values of the primary and altemate
habitats switch as intraspecific density increases, and the species respond by switching
their habitat associations (Fig. 7.5C, D). When species have distinct preferences for
altemate habitats, interspecific competition leads to increased use of the altemate habitat
(Fig. 7.5K, L).
In contrast to predictions of isoleg theory (Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986),
simulations show that interspecific competition does not reduce coexistence under shared
preferences. Rather than restrict the subordinate species to an altemate habitat, interspecific
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competition merely changes the degree of coexistence such that both species continue to
coexist in both habitats, although the subordinate is more abundant in the altemate habitat
(Chapter V). In the absence of a refuge habitat or a trade-off in competitive ability, a
species cannot avoid impacts from dominant competitors in shared habitats, because the
dominant species successfully occupies both habitats (Fig. 5.12). As a result, the
subordinate does not abandon the primary habitat, and no 100% isolegs emerge in densitystate space. Instead, individuals of the dominant species sort among the habitats to
maximize fitness, while the subordinate species adjusts its distribution in response to the
abundance of dominant competitors. Isoleg theory also predicts that a dominant competitor
will increase its use of the primary habitat in response to the subordinate decreasing its use
of that habitat (Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig 1986). In the present study, competitive
pressure has little effect on use of a primary habitat by a dominant species. Because both
species share primary habitats, the presence of either species decreases the quality of the
primary habitat relative to the altemate habitat, and individuals decrease use of the altemate
habitat at least until both species occupy both habitats (Fig. 7. lE-H).
Integrated Habitat Association — A New Approach
Integrated habitat association expands the conceptual context of isoleg theory by
providing a quantitative framework for evaluating changes in overall habitat association.
The method is novel in that it assesses changes in the distribution of a species across all
combinations of species-density, in response to changes in habitat quality, including those
attributed to intrinsic differences between habitats and interspecific competition. The
previous chapters demonstrated the benefits of using integrated habitat association as a
comparative measure for determining changes in distributions resulting from changes in
model parameters. However, as a general summary, integrated habitat association
corresponds to the qualitative changes captured by the surface plots of habitat association
and by the isoleg plots. For distinct preferences, integrated habitat association increases as
interspecific impacts increase (Table 4.1), indicating that species increase their overall use
of the primary habitat, except under crossover regulation when species switch their habitat
associations. For community organization scenarios in which species have shared primary
preferences, integrated habitat association decreases as interspecific competition increases
(Tables 5.1, 6.2); however, the change in integrated habitat association depends on the
competitive abihty of a species and whether it shares its altemate habitat with a competitor
(i.e., centrifugal preferences). For example, competing species expressing centrifugal
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preferences (Table 6.2) have lower integrated habitat association values than those
expressing shared preferences (Table 5.2). Centrifugal arrangement allows species to
specialize in their altemate habitats and avoid competitors. Because of this, competitors
have a greater impact on the quality of the primary habitat relative to the altemate habitat;
so, more individuals leave the primary habitat as interspecific pressure increases. Under
shared preferences, competitors have less of an impact on the relative habitat quality of the
preferred habitat. Because individuals do not escape competitive impacts by moving to an
altemate habitat, they tend to remain in the primary habitat.
Although integrated habitat association provides a quantitative measurement of the
overall pattem of habitat use demonstrated by a species under a given set of conditions, the
value is meaningful only when comparing the pattem of habitat use as determined by
interspecific competition to that when interspecific competition is absent.
Conclusions
Contemporary isoleg theory is based on the assumption that community
organization leads to unique, predictable pattems of coexistence between competing species
(Fig. 1.3). Numerous studies have tested isoleg theory using distributions of populations
found in nature, and all have compared their results to the basic isoleg diagrams presented
in Chapter I (Fig. 1.3). In all studies, the investigators concluded that the documented
pattem of coexistence resulted from a particular form of community organization or
competitive impact (Abramsky et al. 1990, 1991, 1994; Pimm et al. 1985; Rosenzweig
1986; Rosenzweig and Abramsky 1986, 1997). The present study, however, provides a
predictive framework for conducting isoleg analysis of multiple species occupying multiple
habitats and exhibiting a variety of population regulation and community organization
strategies. The results illuminate a variety of conditions under which isolegs for a given
type of community organization deviate from the generalized diagrams presented in
Chapter I. Moreover, given 60 simulation scenarios (combinations of community
organization [3], population regulation [5], and strength of interspecific competition [4]),
results provided a suite of isoleg plots, some of which demonstrate pattems of coexistence
that are unique to one mode of community organization and others which are more
pervasive. Specifically, this study has shown that: (1) the relative difference in intrinsic
quality between habitats determines the intercept and location of isolegs in density-state
space; (2) interspecific competition alters intrinsic habitat quality thereby changing the
location and orientation of isolegs; and (3) the pattem of community organization plays an
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important role in determining species coexistence, in that distinct preferences reduce
coexistence under strong interspecific competition regardless of the pattem of population
regulation.
Although the scope of this study was limited to hypothetical parameter values, the
model design is such that few empirical data are required to generate isolegs. Moreover,
the necessary data consist of those which sometimes are estimated for populations
(e.g., r and K). In this study, parameter values were held constant; however, the model is
not restricted to constant values. Any of the parameters can be modified to reflect densitydependence with each iterative change in habitat-specific density, because this model uses a
numerical approximation method to estimate fitness within a habitat and allocate movement
of individuals between habitats. This is important because life-history characteristics, such
as competitive ability, may vary with density (Morris 1996, 1997; Tregenza et al. 1996).
Additionally, this model can be expanded from a two-species system to a multiple-species
system in which the species occupy more than two habitats, or the model can be modified
to examine pattems of habitat selection resulting from symbiotic relationships, particularly
mutualistic interactions. For example in equations 2.5 and 2.6, the coefficient of
competition (a) and the competitor's impact (-cXj^jN^p can be replaced with a parameter,(9,
that represents the reciprocal positive effects between two mutualists (+3i„jN^j). It is
hypothesized that, in theory, mutualistic interactions lead to either uncontrolled population
growth by both species or unstable population dynamics which result in extinction of one
species (Stiling 1999). Habitat selection may act to dampen these dynamics by allowing
each species to specialize on different habitats and therefore maintain coexistence at a
regional scale.
Although this study represents a theoretical exercise in habitat selection, it is clear
that given only a few life-history parameters, a range of behaviors can be generated for
competing species. Moreover, the integrative modeling approach demonstrated herein,
which combines two prominent theories of habitat selection, has demonstrated previously
undocumented patterns of habitat use, some of which concur with previously documented
behaviors but many which differ, particulariy with respect to isoleg theory. Most
importantly, this study has shown that community organization does not lead to predictable
patterns of coexistence. This is an important realization, because field studies have used
the current models of isoleg theory to describe patterns documented in nature. In so doing,
they may have misrepresented some systems, and altemately, they may have falsely
supported the current predictions of isoleg theory.
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APPENDIX A
CODE FOR A MODEL OF HABITAT SELECTION BY
TWO SPECIES EXPRESSING
DISTINCT PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
PROGRAM DISTmCT COMBINATION
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
THIS VERSION MODELS DISTINCT PREFERENCE HABITAT SELECTION,
WHERE SPECIES ONE PREFERS HABITAT 1 AND SPECIES TWO PREFERS
HABITAT 2. (Note: If this is not tme, habitat association equations must be rewritten.)
THIS VERSION SEPARATES CASES INTO THOSE WITH SOLUTIONS AND
THOSE WITHOUT FOR A GIVEN SET OF CONDITIONS. HABITAT-SPECIFIC,
SPECIES-SPECIFIC CARRYING CAPACITIES, COMPETITION COEFFICIENTS,
AND INTRINSIC RATES OF GROWTH CAN BE SPECIFIED FOR A SIMULATION.
THE OUTPUT FILE, DtSOL.ASC, GIVES INFORMATION FOR CREATING
SURFACE PLOTS OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION, INCLUDE^G ISOLEGS, AND
FITNESS FOR THE PRIMARY HABITAT. THE OUTPUT FILE, DtDEN.ASC, GIVES
INFORMATION FOR CREATING FITNESS-DENSITY GRAPHS.
VARL\BLES ARE DEFINED AS:
NTl = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITATS 1 AND 2
Nl 1 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
N12 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
NT2 = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITATS 1 AND 2
N21 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
N22 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
Rl 1 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
R12 = INTRE^JSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
R21 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
R22 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
Kl 1 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
K12 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
K21 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
K22 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
A2 = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 1 ON SPECIES 2
Al = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 2 ON SPECIES 1
WCl 1 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WC12 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
WC21 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC22 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
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WPl 1 = POTENTL\L FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WP12 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
WP21 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC22 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
All 1 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
AI22 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
OPEN EXTERNAL FILE FOR OUTPUT AND WRITE OUTPUT HEADERS
OPEN(21 ,FILE=DtDEN. ASC,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(22,FILE='DtSOL.ASC,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(23,FILE='DtNoSOL.ASC,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(21,2050)
WRITE(22,2051)
WRITE(23,2050)
2050 FORMATC NUM',4X,'Nll',4X,'WCir,4X,'N12',4X,'WC12',
+
4X,'N21 ',4X,'WC21 ',4X,'N22',4X,'WC22')
2051 FORMATC NUM',4X,'NT1',4X,'NT2',4X,'AI1 r,4X,'AI22',
+ 4X,'WCir,4X,'WC22')
WRITE(*,*) 'HOW MANY INDIVIDUALS ADDED PER ITERATION?'
READ(*,*) ITT
INITIALIZE PARAMETER AND POPULATION VALUES
CALL INIT
ALLOCATE NUMBER OF INDIVBDUALS OF EACH SPECIES AMONG TWO
HABITATS TO EQUAL CARRYE^G CAPACITIES OF BOTH HABITATS
NUM=0
M AXX1 =XK( 1,1 )+XK( 1,2)
M AXX2=XK(2,1 )-hXK(2,2)
DO 200 M=1,MAXX1,ITT
DO 100N=1,MAXX2,ITT
XN(1,1) = M
XN(1,2) = 0
XN(2,2) = N
XN(2,1) = 0
XKT=MAX(MAXX1**2,MAXX2**2)
IS= 1
COUNT = 0
DO WHILE (IS .EQ. 1)
KEEP TRACK OF COUNTS TO AVOID INTERSPECIFIC LOOPING, AND ALTER
INCREMENTAL MOVEMENT (ADD) BETWEEN HABITATS IF NECESSARY
(COUNT > TOTAL)
COUNT = COUNT+l
ADD = 1.0 / (1.0 + INT(COUNT/XKT))
IF(ADD .LT. 1.0) PRINT *, 'ADD=',ADD
IS = 2
CALL FITNESS(ADD)
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CALL ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
END DO
WRITE FINAL ARRAY VALUES TO CONSOLE AND EXTERNAL FE^E IF NO
MOVEMENT BETWEEN HABITATS OCCURS
WRITE(21,3050) NUM,XN( 1,1 ),WC( 1,1 ),XN( 1,2),WC( 1,2),
+
XN(2,1 ),WC(2,1 ),XN(2,2), WC(2,2)
IF(ADD .LT. 1.0) THEN
WRITE(23,3050) NUM,XN( 1,1 ),WC( 1,1 ),XN( 1,2),WC( 1,2),
+
XN(2,1),WC(2,1),XN(2,2),WC(2,2)
ELSE
XNT1=XN(1,1)-I-XN(1,2)
XNT2=XN(2,l)-hXN(2,2)
IF(XN(1,1) .GT. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
IF(XN(1,1) .EQ. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
IF(XN(2,2) .GT. 0) AI22=XN(2,2)/XNT2
IF(XN(2,2) .EQ. 0) AI22=XN(2,2)/XNT2
if(ai22 .gt. 1.0 .or. aill .gt. 1.0) then
print *,'n=',n,' xn22=',xn(2,2),' xn21=',xn(2,l)
pause
print *,'m=',m,' xnll=',xn(l,l),' xnl2=',xn(l,2)
pause
endif
WRITE(22,3051) NUM,XNT 1 ,XNT2,AI 11,AI22,WC( 1,1 ),WC(2,2)
ENDIF
3050
3051

FORM AT(I4,4( 1 X,F6.1 ,F7.4))
FORMAT(I4,2(lX,F6.1),4(lX,F7.4))

NUM=NUM-hl
100 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'M=',M
200 CONTINUE
END
SUBROUTINE INIT
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
SET E^ITLAL VALUES FOR MODEL PARAMETERS
print *,'two species x two habitat, habitat selection model'
print *,'species 1 prefers and dominates habitat 1'
print *,'species 2 prefers and dominates habitat 2'
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 1 (Rl 1)'
read *,r(l,l)
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 2 (R12)'
read *,r(l,2)
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 1 (R21)'
read *,r(2,l)
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 2 (R22)'
read *,r(2,2)
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print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 1 (Kl 1)'
read *,xk(l,l)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 2 (K12)'
read *,xk( 1,2)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 1 (K21)'
read*,xk(2,l)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 2 (K22)'
read *,xk(2,2)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 1 on species 2 (A2)'
read *,a(2)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 2 on species 1 (Al)'
read *,a(l)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FITNESS(ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
CALCULATE CURRENT (WC) AND POTENTIAL (WP) FITNESS OF EACH
SPECIES (I) IN EACH HABITAT (J) INCLUDE^G THE EFFECTS OF
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION (COMP)
DO 200 1=1,2
DO 100J=1,2
IF(I .EQ. 1) COMP = XN(2,J)
IF(I .EQ. 2) COMP = XN(1,J)
WC(I,J)=R(I,J)*(l-(A(I)*COMP-hXN(I,J))/XK(I,J))
WP(I,J)=R(I,J)*(l-(A(I)*COMP-h(XN(I,J)-hADD))/XK(I,J))
100 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
COMPARE CURRENT AND POTENTIAL HTNESS IN EACH HABITAT FOR EACH
SPECIES, AND SHIFT ONE INDIVIDUAL BETWEEN HABITATS IF
ADVANTAGEOUS
DO 1001=1,2
IF(WP(I,1) .GT. WC(I,2) .AND. XN(I,2) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,l) = XN(I,l)-f-ADD
XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) - ADD
IS= 1
ELSEIF(WP(I,2) .GT. WC(I,1) .AND. XN(I,1) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) + ADD
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XN(I,1) = XN(I,1)-ADD
IS=1
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B
CODE FOR A MODEL OF HABITAT SELECTION BY
TWO SPECIES EXPRESSING
SHARED PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
PROGRAM SHARED COMBINATION
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
THIS VERSION MODELS SHARED PREFERENCE HABITAT SELECTION, WHERE
SPECIES ONE PREFERS HABITAT 1 AND SPECIES TWO PREFERS HABITAT 1.
(Note: If this is not tme, habitat association equations must be rewritten.)
THIS VERSION SEPARATES CASES INTO THOSE WITH SOLUTIONS AND
THOSE WITHOUT FOR A GIVEN SET OF CONDITIONS. HABITAT-SPECffIC,
SPECIES-SPECIFIC CARRYING CAPACITIES, COMPETITION COEFFICIENTS,
AND INTRINSIC RATES OF GROWTH CAN BE SPECIFIED FOR A SIMULATION.
THE OUTPUT FEHES GIVE INFORMATION FOR CREATING HABITAT
ASSOCIATION CURVES AND ISOLEGS. THIS MODEL IS THE RENAMED
VERSION OF THE DISTE^CT PREFERENCE MODEL.
VARL\BLES ARE DEFINED AS:
NTl = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 DsT HABITATS 1 AND 2
Nl 1 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
N12 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
NT2 = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITATS 1 AND 2
N21 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
N22 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
Rl 1 = EXTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 ^ HABITAT 1
R12 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
R21 = INTRE^SIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
R22 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
Kl 1 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
K12 = CARRYEsIG CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
K21 = CARRYE^G CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
K22 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
A2 = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 1 ON SPECIES 2
Al = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 2 ON SPECIES 1
WCl 1 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WC12 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
WC21 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC22 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
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WPl 1 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WP12 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
WP21 = POTENTLAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC22 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 2
All 1 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
AI21 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 2 E^^ HABITAT 1
OPEN EXTERNAL FILE FOR OUTPUT AND WRITE OUTPUT HEADERS
OPEN(21 ,FILE='ShDEN. ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(22,FILE='ShSOL.ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE
OPEN(23,FILE='ShNoSOL.ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(21,2050)
WRITE(22,2051)
WRrrE(23,2050)
2050 FORMATC NUM',4X,'N11',4X,'WC11',4X,'N12',4X,'WC12'.
+
4X,'N21',4X,'WC21',4X,'N22',4X,'WC22')
2051 FORMATC NUM',4X,'NT1',4X,'NT2',4X,'AI11',4X,'AI21'.
+ 4X,'WC11',4X,'WC21')
WRrrE(*,*) 'HOW MANY E^^DIVIDUALS ADDED PER ITERATION?'
READ(*,*) ITT
TNTTIAI IZF. PARAMETER AND POPULATION VALUES
CALL INIT
ALLOCATE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS OF EACH SPECIES AMONG TWO
HABITATS TO EQUAL CARRYING CAPACITIES OF BOTH HABITATS
NUM=0
MAXXl=XK(l,l)-hXK(l,2)
M AXX2=XK(2,1 )-hXK(2,2)
DO 200 M=1,MAXX1,ITT
DO 100N=1,MAXX2,ITT
XN(1,1) = M
XN(1,2) = 0
XN(2,2) = 0
XN(2,1) = N
XKT=MAX(MAXX1**2,MAXX2**2)
IS= 1
COUNT = 0
DO W H E H E (IS .EQ. 1)

KEEP TRACK OF COUNTS TO AVOID E^TERSPECfflC LOOPING, AND ALTER
ESICREMENTAL MOVEMENT (ADD) BETWEEN HABITATS IF NECESSARY
(COUNT > TOTAL)
COUNT = COUNT-Hl
ADD = 1.0 / (1.0 -h INT(COUNT/XKT))
IF(ADD .LT. 1.0) PRINT *. 'ADD=',ADD
IS = 2
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CALL FITNESS(ADD)
CALL ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
END DO
WRITE FINAL ARRAY VALUES TO CONSOLE AND EXTERNAL FE.E IF NO
MOVEMENT BETWEEN HABITATS OCCURS
WRITE(21,3050)NUM,XN(1,1),WC(1,1),XN(1,2).WC(1,2),
+
XN(2,1),WC(2,1),XN(2,2),WC(2,2)
IF(ADD.LT. 1.0) THEN
WRITE(23,3050) NUM,XN( 1,1 ),WC( 1,1 ),XN( 1,2),WC( 1,2),
+
XN(2,1),WC(2,1),XN(2,2),WC(2,2)
ELSE
XNT1=XN(1,1)+XN(1,2)
XNT2=XN(2,1)+XN(2,2)
IF(XN(1,1) .GT. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
IF(XN(1,1) .EQ. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
IF(XN(2,1) .GT. 0) AI21=XN(2,1)/XNT2
IF(XN(2,1) .EQ. 0) AI21=XN(2,1)/XNT2
if(ai21 .gt. 1.0 .or. aill .gt. 1.0) then
print *,'n=',n,' xn22=',xn(2,2),' xn21=',xn(2,l)
pause
print *,'m=',m,' xnll=',xn(l,l),' xnl2=',xn(l,2)
pause
endif
WRITE(22,3051) NUM,XNT 1 ,XNT2,AI 11,AI21 ,WC( 1,1 ),WC(2,1)
ENDIF
3050
3051

FORM AT(I4,4( 1 X,F6.1,1 X,F7.4))
FORMAT(I4,2(lX,F6.1),4(lX,F7.4))
NUM=NUM-Hl
100 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'M=',M
200 CONTINUE
END

SUBROUTINE INIT
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
SET INITIAL VALUES FOR MODEL PARAMETERS
print *,'two species x two habitat, habitat selection model'
print *,'species 1 prefers habitat 1'
print *,'species 2 prefers habitat 1'
W D 11 xprint *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 1 (Kl 1)
read*,r(l,l)
. , . , , . , , ^ ^DIOV
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 2 (KIZ)
rpad '^ rf 1 2)
print *','enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 1 (R21)'
rpad * rf2 1)
print *','enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 2 (R22)'
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read *,r(2,2)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 1 (Kl 1)'
read *,xk(l,l)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 2 (K12)'
read *,xk( 1,2)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 1 (K21)'
read *,xk(2,l)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 2 (K22)'
read *,xk(2,2)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 1 on species 2 (A2)'
read *,a(2)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 2 on species 1 (Al)'
read *,a(l)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FITNESS(ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
CALCULATE CURRENT (WC) AND POTENTIAL (WP) FITNESS OF EACH
SPECIES (I) IN EACH HABITAT (J) INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION (COMP)
DO 200 1=1,2
DO 100 J= 1,2
IF(I .EQ. 1) COMP = XN(2,J)
IF(I .EQ. 2) COMP = XN(1,J)
WC(I,J)=R(I,J)*( 1 -( A(I)*COMP-HXN(I, J))/XK(I,J))
WP(I,J)=R(I,J)*(l-(A(I)*COMP-h(XN(I,J)-hADD))/XK(I,J))
100 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,2),WP(2,2),R(2,2),A(2),XN(2,2),XK(2,2)
COMPARE CURRENT AND POTENTIAL FITNESS IN EACH HABITAT FOR EACH
SPECIES, AND SHIFT ONE INDIVIDUAL BETWEEN HABITATS IF
ADVANTAGEOUS
DO 1001=1,2
IF(WP(I,1) .GT. WC(I,2) .AND. XN(I,2) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1)-HADD

XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) - ADD
ELSEff(WP(I,2) .GT. WC(I,1) .AND. XN(I,1) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) + ADD
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1)-ADD
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IS=1
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C
CODE FOR A MODEL OF HABITAT SELECTION BY
TWO SPECIES EXPRESSING
CENTRE^UGAL PREFERENCE ORGANIZATION
PROGRAM CENTffEDE
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,3),WP(2,3),R(2,3),A(2),XN(2,3),XK(2,3)
THIS VERSION MODELS CENTRIFUGAL PREFERENCE HABITAT SELECTION.
WHERE SPECIES ONE AND SPECIES TWO PREFER HABITAT 1. SPECIES ONE
USES HABITAT 2 AS AN ALTERNATIVE. SPECIES TWO USES HABITAT 3 AS AN
ALTERNATIVE. (Note: If this is not tme, habitat association equations must be
rewritten.)
THIS VERSION SEPARATES CASES E^TO THOSE WITH SOLUTIONS AND
THOSE WITHOUT FOR A GIVEN SET OF CONDITIONS. HABITAT-SPECIFIC,
SPECIES-SPECIFIC CARRYING CAPACITIES, COMPETITION COEFFICIENTS,
AND INTRINSIC RATES OF GROWTH CAN BE SPECIFIED FOR A SIMULATION.
THE OUTPUT FILES GIVE INFORMATION FOR CREATE^G HABITAT
ASSOCL\TION CURVES AND ISOLEGS. THIS MODEL IS A MODETED VERSION
OF THE SHARED PREFERENCE MODEL.
VARIABLES ARE DEFINED AS:
NTl = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 ^^J HABITATS 1 AND 2
Nl 1 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 EM HABITAT 1
N12 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
NT2 = TOTAL DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITATS 1 AND 3
N21 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
N23 = DENSITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 3
Rl 1 = E^JTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
R12 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
R21 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
R23 = INTRINSIC RATE OF GROWTH OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 3
Kl 1 = CARRYING CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
K12 = CARRYB^IG CAPACITY OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
K21 = CARRYEMG CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
K23 = CARRYWG CAPACITY OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 3
Al = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 2 ON SPECIES 1
A2 = COMPETITIVE EFFECT OF SPECIES 1 ON SPECIES 2
WCl 1 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WC12 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 ^ HABITAT 2
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WC21 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC23 = CURRENT FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 3
WPl 1 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
WP12 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 2
WP21 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
WC23 = POTENTIAL FITNESS OF SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 3
All 1 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 1 IN HABITAT 1
AI21 = INDEX OF HABITAT ASSOCIATION FOR SPECIES 2 IN HABITAT 1
OPEN EXTERNAL FILE FOR OUTPUT AND WRITE OUTPUT HEADERS
OPEN(21 ,FILE='CnDEN. ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(22,FILE='CnSOL.ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(23,FILE='CnNoSOL.ASC',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(21,2050)
WRITE(22,2051)
WRITE(23,2050)
2050 FORMATC NUM',4X,'N11',4X,'WC1 l',4X,'N12',4X,'WC12',
+
4X,'N21',4X,'WC21',4X,'N23',4X,'WC23')
2051 FORMATC NUM',4X,'NT1',4X,'NT2',4X,'AI11',4X,'AI21',
+ 4X,'WC11',4X,'WC21')
WRITE(*,*) 'HOW MANY INDIVIDUALS ADDED PER ITERATION?'
READ(*,*) ITT
INITIALIZE PARAMETER AND POPULATION VALUES
CALL INIT
ALLOCATE NUMBER OF EsIDIVIDUALS OF EACH SPECIES AMONG THREE
HABITATS TO EQUAL CARRYING CAPACITIES OF BOTH HABITATS
NUM=0
M AXX 1 =XK( 1,1 )-hXK( 1,2)
M AXX2=XK(2,1 )-l-XK(2,3)
DO 200 M=1,MAXX1,ITT
DO 100N=1,MAXX2,ITT
XN(1,1) = M
XN(1,2) = 0
XN(1,3) = 0
XN(2,3) = 0
XN(2,2) = 0
XN(2,1) = N
XKT=MAX(MAXX1**2,MAXX2**2)
IS= 1
COUNT = 0
DO WHILE (IS .EQ. 1)
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KEEP TRACK OF COUNTS TO AVOID ENTERSPECIFIC LOOPENJG, AND ALTER
INCREMENTALMOVEMENT (ADD) BETWEEN HABITATS IF NECESSARY
(COUNT > TOTAL)
COUNT = COUNT-hl
ADD = 1.0 / (1.0 + INT(COUNT/XKT))
IF(ADD .LT. 1.0) PRINT *, 'ADD=',ADD
IS = 2
CALL nTNESS(ADD)
CALL ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
END DO
WRITE FINAL ARRAY VALUES TO CONSOLE AND EXTERNAL FEHE IF NO
MOVEMENT OCCURS BETWEEN HABITATS
+
+

WRITE(21,3050)NUM,XN(1,1),WC(1,1),XN(1,2),WC(1,2).
XN(2,1),WC(2,1),XN(2,3),WC(2,3)
IF(ADD.LT. 1.0) THEN
WRITE(23,3050) NUM,XN( 1,1 ),WC( 1,1 ),XN( 1,2),WC( 1,2),
XN(2,1),WC(2,1),XN(2,3),WC(2,3)
ELSE
XNT1=XN(1,1)-HXN(1,2)
XNT2=XN(2,1)-HXN(2,3)

IF(XN(1,1) .GT. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
ff(XN(l,l) .EQ. 0) AI11=XN(1,1)/XNT1
ff(XN(2,l) .GT. 0) AI21=XN(2,1)/XNT2
IF(XN(2,1) .EQ. 0) AI21=XN(2,1)/XNT2
if(ai21 .gt. 1.0 .or. aill .gt. 1.0) then
print *,'n=',n,' xn22=',xn(2,2),' xn21=',xn(2,l)
pause
print *,'m=',m,' xnll=',xn(l,l),' xnl2=',xn(l,2)
pause
endif
WRITE(22,3051) NUM,XNT 1 ,XNT2,AI 11,AI21 ,WC( 1,1).WC(2,1)
ENDIF
3050
3051

FORMAT(I4,4(lX,F6.1,lX,F7.4))
FORMAT(I4,2(lX,F6.1),4(lX,F7.4))

NUM=NUM4-1
100 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'M=',M
200 CONTEsfUE
END
<sTTRROUTINE INIT
COMMON/HABITAT/WC(2,3),WP(2,3),R(2,3),A(2),XN(2,3),XK(2,3)
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SET ESflTLAL VALUES FOR MODEL PARAMETERS
print *,'two species x three habitat, habitat selection model'
print *,'species 1 prefers habitat 1, but will use habitat 2'
print *,'species 2 prefers habitat 1, but will use habitat 3'
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 1 (Rl 1)'
read *,r(l,l)
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 1 in habitat 2 (R12)'
read *,r(l,2)
r(l,3) = 0.0
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 1 (R21)'
read *,r(2,l)
r(2,2) = 0.0
print *,'enter reproduction rate of species 2 in habitat 3 (R23)'
read *,r(2,3)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 1 (Kl 1)'
read *,xk(l,l)
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 1 in habitat 2 (K12)'
read *,xk(l,2)
xk(l,3) = 0.0
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 1 (K21)'
read *,xk(2,l)
xk(2,2) = 0.0
print *,'enter carrying capacity of species 2 in habitat 3 (K23)'
read *,xk(2,3)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 1 on species 2 (A2)'
read *,a(2)
print *,'enter competitive impact of species 2 on species 1 (Al)'
read *,a(l)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FITNESS(ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,3),WP(2,3),R(2,3),A(2),XN(2,3),XK(2,3)
CALCULATE CURRENT (WC) AND POTENTIAL (WP) FITNESS OF EACH
SPECIES (I) IN EACH HABITAT (J) INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION (COMP)
DO 200 1=1,2
if(i .eq. 1) then
DO 100J=1,2
IF(I.EQ. 1)C0MP = XN(2,J)
WC(I,J)=R(I,J)*(l-(A(I)*COMP-f-XN(I,J))/XK(I,J))
WP(I,J)=R(I,J)*(1-(A(I)*C0MP+(XN(I,J)+ADD))/XK(I,J))
100
CONTINUE
else
DO 1501=1,3,2
IF(I .EQ. 2) COMP = XN(1,J)

WC(I,J)=R(I,J)*(1-(A(I)*C0MP-HXN(I,J))/XK(I,J))
WP(I,J)=R(I,J)*(1-(A(I)*COMP-H(XN(I,J)-HADD))/XK(I,J))
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150

CONTINUE
endif
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ALLOCATE(IS,ADD)
COMMON/HABITATAVC(2,3),WP(2,3),R(2,3),A(2),XN(2,3),XK(2,3)
COMPARE CURRENT AND POTENTIAL FITNESS IN EACH HABITAT FOR EACH
SPECIES, AND SHIFT ONE INDIVIDUAL BETWEEN HABITATS IF
ADVANTAGEOUS
DO 1001=1,2
if(i .eq. 1) then
IF(WP(I,1) .GT. WC(I,2) .AND. XN(I,2) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1) + ADD
XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) - ADD
IS= 1
ELSEIF(WP(I,2) .GT. WC(I,1) .AND. XN(I,1) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,2) = XN(I,2) + ADD
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1)-ADD
IS= 1
ENDIF
else
IF(WP(I,1) .GT. WC(I,3) .AND. XN(I,3) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1) + ADD
XN(I,3) = XN(I,3) - ADD
IS=1
ELSEff(WP(I,3) .GT. WC(I,1) .AND. XN(I,1) .GE. ADD) THEN
XN(I,3) = XN(I,3) + ADD
XN(I,1) = XN(I,1)-ADD
IS= 1
ENDIF
endif
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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